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THE PLANETARIUM AS AN AID TO THE STUDY OF MAN AND HIS ORIGIN
Ing. Gabriel R. Munoz B.
Planetarium nf the City of Morelia
Michoacan, Mexico

No matter where we live. in any part of the world. it is
necessary that we make a study of the peoples that inhabited
the area before us. Even today many communities know
nothing of their origins. For example. our planetarium is
located in an area that had been originally dominated by a
rich Tarascan culture. * It is not known. however, where the
Tarascans came from.
Most investigators thought it easy to surmise that these
primitive populations of Mexico came from Asia by way of the
Bearing Strai~ which was then probably connected to the
mainland. Yet, scientists do not exclude the possibility of
certain nomads having come from the PolyneSian Islands 15
to 20 thousand years ago. (1)
Eduardo Ruiz, a scientific investigator of the 19th
Century, and probably the most learned Mexican of his time,
searching for other sources of historical knowledge, found
significant similarities in the ancient customs and languages of
the Tarascans and other peoples of South America, particularly the Incas in Peru. His daring imagination launched a
completely new perspective on the possible origins of the
Tarascans. (2)
He imagined that ancient man, wishing to rise to greater
heights, looked avidly at the stars in the ev_ening sky. The
ancients noted, he said, that the stars, sun and moon seemed
to be born in the east and to die in the west. This birth and
death of the stars led the ancients to believe that the laws
governing man and the stars are one and the same. They
especially believed that man walked with a hurried pace along
the path designated by T ANIMU MARICUECHA, the three
stars in Orion's belt. They noticed that some stars seemed to
travel among the other stars and called them "sky walkers."
The brightest of these, Venus, they called YIACATECUINTLI,
"gUiding light." Venus became their main god of travelers,
because when it appeared just before dawn it rose before the
sun, JURIATA, leading it into the sky. When both go to sleep
in the setting-house, TRIPEME-XUNGAPETI, KUTZU, the
moon may appear. It is, according to the Tarascans, the night
traveler and is accompanied along her path by the shooting
stars in the sky, TZONTEMOC (3)
The Tarascans imagined the universe divided into three
parts. The part for the sky they called AUANDARO ; the part
for the earth they called, ECHERENDO ; and the part for the
dead, the third part, they called, CUMIECHUCUARO. In
each of these parts were five regions. Four of them were
lateral on opposite horizons and the fifth one was in the
center. In each of them was a god of a different color. (4) The
center god represented the center of the universe, KURIKAHERI ;
the others, the four cardinal points. This is symbolized today
in the five parts that can be found of the ancient pyramids,
YAKAT AS of TZINTZUNTLAN, fifty kilometers to the southwest of the city of Morelia where our planetarium is located.
From the centerto the right are the gods of the"Right Hand."
They correspond to the cardinal points East and North.
Opposite these are the points S~uth and West.
Knowledge of how the ancients believed explains why
they held certain numbers to be sacred. The number 3
represents the Sky, the Earth, and the Dead World gods. The
number 5, in modern style, could be likened to the layout of
the planetarium - the planetarium projector in the center and
the four illuminated cardinal points. The number 4, by the
way, represents the "Four Parts of the World."
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It must be kept in mind that one of the most venerated
objects to the ancient Tarascan Indians was the Southern
Cross. This group of stars is invisible to most of the Northern
Indians. From where did the Tarascans come'? Did they come,
as most investigators argue, across the land bridge spanning
the Bearing Strait, supposedly like the Aztec and other
Indians'? If they did, then how could they have placed so much
importance on the Southern Cross in their theology'? Even
today, they still sing songs called PIREKUAS, and one is a
special one in honor of the "Four Stars of the Sky Gate."
According to other authors, KUERAHUAPERI was the
mother of the Tarascan gods. She symbolized Earth and
Nature, and lived in heaven on a throne formed by four stars.
The tarascans called these stars TAM JOSKUECHA. They
form the Southern Cross.
Historically, the Tarascans stopped living like wild
people and began a civilized existence in the years between
5000 and 1500 B.C They observed the sky from a place
where they could easily see the Four Stars. They must,
therefore, have not come from the north, but from the south.
The planetarium offers proof positive! By putting the Zeiss
projector into precession motion baCK to the year 3500 B. C,
it was shown that people in Peru, far to the south of us, were
able to see the Southern Cross in the same position as the
Tarascans reported it. Right here it becomes apparent that
Astronomy can be a valuable tool, as yet a relatively untouched
tool, to archeologists. Since this is the case, the planetarium
becomes' a modern investigatory tool, a great scientific
calendar permitting us to turn back time and help us to see the
universe as our ancestors did.
The conclusion I have reached is that if the Incas were
gUided by the Southern Cross, and the Tarascans noted the
same astronomical phenomenon, it is possible that the
ancestors of the Mexican Tarascans journeyed north from
South America rather than south from the Bearing Strait. The
planetarium leads me to think so !
* Ed. Note. Of the Tarascan Indians, the World Book Encyclopedia
describes them as "an important group in Central Mexico. At the time of
the Spanish Conquest in the 1500's, they controlled about the same area
as the present state of Michoacan. The Tarascans developed an empire in
a way similar to that of the Aztec, but on a smaller scale. Their capitol,
which was called Tzintzuntzan meaning 'place of the humming birds',
stood on the shore of Lake Patzcuano.
The Tarascans were farmers, warriors, and craftsmen. They made
copper tools, feather 'paintings' and gold objects. They refused to join the
Aztec against the Spanish and were subjugated. Their descendents still
live in the area. They farm. make fine laquerware, fish from dugouts, and
hunt." -- Field Enterprises Educational Corp., Chicago, 111. ; 1977.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
A workshop/paper session on the role of the
planetarium in Physics Education is being organized for
the June 1981 meeting of the American Association of
Physics Teachers.
The theme of the workshop/paper session is divided
into two parts:
A.
Quantitative (using numbers and equations)
exercises on Astronomy using the planetarium
directly related to the physics class; and
B.
Exercises using the planetarium projector itself
in mechanics, i.e., calculating the angular
velocity of the sun across the dome at
maximum diurnal speed; or in optics, i.e.,
diffraction effects of the small holes in the
star ball.
If you have any ideas relating to these topics, please
send descriptions to:
Bill Luzader
Brockton Planetarium
Brockton High School
Brockton, MA 02401
or phone:
1-6.17-580-7619
If submitted materials are used at the meeting,
credit will be given to the proper individuals.
Sincerely yours,
Bill Luzader
Dear Editor:
The Griffith Observatory is seriously considering
doing a planetarium show on Shakespeare in the fall of
1981. We would like to hear from anyone who has done
this in the past.
Sincerely,
John Mosley
Program Supervisor
Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, CA 90027

Authors requesting additional copies should make
request at the same time articles are submitted to
the Executive Editor.
Continued on page 43
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
For my first President'.s Message, it seemed
appropriate that I should make some comments on the
state of the planetarium business. Thinking back over the
public planetarium shows that I have seen, or produced in
the 13 years that I have been closely associated with the
planetarium business, I can recall only three where my
reaction was, "Hey, wow, what a wonderful show!" Three
or four others would rate as good programs in spite of
some annoying flaws. But the bulk of shows were
dreadful, boring programs where it was a painful
experience to have to remain in the star theater, and I
think I have seen a representative sample. If I were not a
mem ber of th~ planetarium profession, fully recognizing
both the limitations and possiblities of our theaters, my
opinion of the planetarium business would be a pretty
sour one.
A successful public performance, be it a play, a
ballet, a motion picture, or a planetarium show, has to
have four main ingredients:
1.
Ideas: It must convey some compelling, gripping
ideas that move or amuse the audience. If the
presentation is weak on ideas all is lost.
2.
Visual Literacy: There is much written about the
"grammar" of film and the expressive techniques of
theater. The planetarium literarure is virtually
devoid of anything analogous to this and
unfortunately so are many planetarium shows. This
goes for aural1iteracy, too.
3.
Production values must be sufficient to convey (1)
and (2). In movie terms if the sound is bad, the
color is off, the actors miscast, and the effects look
phony, no amount of good ideas, good scripting,
good direction or editing can make up for it.
4.
Publicity: The potential audience has to be told
that your show is the one to see. Equally
important, the expectations that the pUblicity raises
must be fulfilled by the performance, if the
audience is to return again.
For those of us in the planetarium business, items
two and three are perhaps the most difficult. Visual
literacy is hardly recognized let alone taught at most
institutions of higher learning. The training that many of
us have received in astronomy and the physical sciences
inclucates patterns of thought and expression that
mitigate against visual literacy. Regrettably, planetarium
professionals are often hired more for their academic
prowess than their expressive skill.
In theaters of the size that we operate, it is very
hard to achieve a high level of production value. If we
look at the situation in a strictly business sense, in all but
the largest planetariums operating in large population
areas, the maximum potential return at the box office
seldom justifies the existence of the insti tu tion at all.
Our theaters are so very different from each other
that the motion picture solution of having a central
production house supplying many theaters would be
difficult to acheive. However, this method has certainly
worked for Laserium, and a consortium of users is
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necessary for the production of IMAXjOMINAX films.
Given the present realities of the planetarium business I
doubt that a central production house for A-V style
planetarium shows is a practical possibility or even
desirable. However, I feel very strongly that some
mechanism is needed to make the talents of the best
artists, photographers, writers, show producers, film
makers, special effects builders, and musicians throughout
the planetarium business available to the whole
planetarium community.
Some planetariums have taken the step of marketing
their work and the Hansen Planetarium has made some of
its shows available through the assistance of the American
Chemical Society. These are most worthwhile efforts, but
so far they are small in terms of their impact upon our
business as a whole.
There are no easy ways to raise our programming
quality, but at some of the up-coming affiliate and I.P.S.
meetings, I would like to see renewed discussions about
technical standardization, mechanisms for exchanging staff
members and production materials and other methods of
pooling and amplifying the resources that are avilable in
this business. Perhaps I.P.S., or a consortium of
planetariums within I.P.S., could commlSSIOn the
composition and recording of planetarium show music.
Gradually our organization could build up a library of
music that its member institutions could draw upon. A
back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates that this sort of
endeavor would be economically feasible. Write to me if
you have comments or experience in this area.
In spite of my opinion about the general quality of
planetarium shows, I obviously enjoy the planetarium
business a great deal or I would not remain in it, nor
would I have consented to run for this office.
Over the past few months, it has been a real delight
to work with Jim Hooks and I look forward to the
benefit of his good counsel and his continued efforts on
our behalf as Past President over the next couple of years.
Our new executive council consisting of Jeanne
Bishop as President-Elect, David Batch as Executive
Secretary, and Walt Tenschert as Treasurer and
Membership Chairman are all much older hands on the
I.P.S. Executive than I. Their energy and hard work has
greatly contributed to the solution of our organization's
past problems and they are to be credited with many of
LP. S. 's significant successes.
David Hoffman, whose efforts as Plane tarian editor
have made each issue of our journal look better than the
previous one, has taken on another heavy load by also
assuming chairmanship of the Publications Committee.
John Cotton has retired as Publications Chairman, after a
record of outstanding service to our organization. We will
have the continued benefit of John's experience and
expertise, as he remains a Publications Committee
mem ber. I.P.S. 's prospects for 1981 look very good and I
sincerely wish you all the best for an excellent year.
William T. Peters

NASA, PROXMIRE, AND PLANETARIA
Elissa L. A. Hamilton
Stevens Institute of Technology
F or the past decade, one of the loudest voices to
speak out against NASA, and against science, has been
that of Senator William Proxmire (see issues of the
Congressional Record). As far back as 1970, he spoke ill
of the Shuttle (p. 40072), a mission which has yet to be
realized.
It has not been established whether or not this
anti-science on the part of one highly visible person has
anything to do with cuts in science education. Related or
not, funds for science education decreased by 50 percent
from 1968 to 1975 (Schafer, p. 38). This decrease in
science interest has also been reflected in the elimination
this year of camp shows on the part of the Hayden
Planetarium, as well as the decrease in camp show
attendance at the Wagner College Planetarium (Hamilton,
#07).
Two questions therefore lend themselves to study:
Are the results of Proxmire's actions and sentiments
effective on which people go and do not go to
planetariums? In other words, since both NASA and
planetariums are both concerned with the study of space,
will planetarium-goers by and large be favorable towards
NASA and unfavorable towards Proxmire? Secondly, does
the amount of planetarium exposure-as opposed to goers
versus non-goers-make a difference in the ways people
perceive NASA, Proxmire, and planetaria?
Two views may be taken here: one, that people are
directly affected by, in this case, one outspoken
politician. From this political exposure, they would know
of both NASA and Proxmire and would form their
opinions on a personal basis. These opinions, in turn,
would determine whether or not such people decide to
attend planetariums, which I see as representing an
interest in both science and space exploration.
The other view is that people are indirectly affected
by politicians such as Proxmire in that they are not
exposed to an interest in science and space exploration.
The purpose of the planetarium, therefore, is to fill in
this missing interest. In other words, a person may not
attend a planetarium not because of a personal bias, but
because science education has been cut due to
governmental action. Such a person, rather than being
opinionated, may be just the opposite due to lack of
information.
This study was conducted with the latter view in
mind. I hypothesize that non-attendees of planetariums
will have less to say about both NASA and Proxmire than
do attendees, and that attendees will be more likely to
like NASA and dislike Proxmire.
Finally, what type of person goes to planetariums as
opposed to the type that doesn't? What type of person
gets this science exposure?
The Study
A questionnaire was distributed among a total of
132 respondents, most of whom were students at either
the College of Staten Island, Wagner College, or Stevens
Institute of Technology. The questionnaire falls, roughly,
into two parts: a census-type format, in which variables
such as age, education, occupation, and other related data

were acquired; and a section designed only for
planetarium attendees. This section inquired about
frequency of attendance, number of planetariums
attended, and audience preference regarding shows. Two
questions, em bedded in the first part, inquired directly
about sentiments toward both NASA and Proxmire. (see
Appendix)
Results: Goers versus Non-Goers
In this study, non-attendees of planetariums
included those who indicated that they visited one
planetarium once only, due to "circumstances beyond
their control." Invariably, this category fits in with those
people who went, as children, on one school trip to a
planetarium, and who have not returned to one since.
Ninety-one respondents (68.9 percent) were counted
as planetarium attendees, while 41 (31.1 percent) fell into
the category of nonattendees. * For most variables with
these two groups, no statistical tests could be performed,
due to the small number of respondents in each category.
One result that proved significant, however, stemmed
from the variable of ethnicity; there is a significant
difference between whites and nonwhites in planetarium
attendance (a< .0 I for a directional chi-square), which
suggests from the data that fewer nonwhites than whites
attend planetariums. There is also a significant difference
between Protestants and Catholics as concerns attendance
(ll'
.01 for a non-directional chi-square) which suggests
that more Protestants than Catholics attend planetariums.
This can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.
*Two (2) respondents circled choice 2-see Appendix.
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Table 1 shows that the majority of respondents who
had opinions on both parties liked both. Although a
smaller percentage of attendees than non-attendees like
both NASA and Proxmire, and a larger percentage liked
NASA and disliked Proxmire, this difference was not
significan t.
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As expected, there is a significant difference
between attendees and non-attendees in opinion response.
Apparently, more non-attendees seem less likely to
express an opinion on both Proxmire and NASA than
attendees, and thus could not be placed in a cell in Table
1. The response difference is significant at the .025 alpha
level for a directional chi-square. There is also a
significant difference between attendees and non-attendees
in cognizance of Proxmire. Almost 19 percent more
non-attendees than attendees have not heard of Senator
William Proxmire; this difference is significant at the .05
alpha level for a directional chi-square.
Although not of significance, eight respondents
indicated that they have never heard of NASA; slightly
over six percent. Of these five were non-attendees.

u..

Planetarium
Non-Attendees
No.
%

Results: Plane,tarium Attendees
Not counting respondents who checked "Other,"
when asked which planetariums they attended, 25
planetariums were represented. They are listed in order of
popularity in Table 2.
Table 2
Planetariums Represented
Planetarium

No. of Responses

Hayden
Wagner College
Flushing Hall of Science
Newark
Vanderbilt
"Other"
Trailside
Trenton
Northeast Bronx
Adler
Fels
Griffith
Albert Einstein Spacearium
Strasenburg
Andrus
Carl Sandburg Middle School
Fernbank
Gates
"Germany"
Harrisburg (High School)
"London"
Morehead
Novins
"Piscataway"
"West Palm Beach"
William Penn

68
34
9
5

Total

25*

*Not including "Other"
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4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2

2
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
I
1
1
1
1

Attendees were divided into three groups: those
who attended only oneplanetariurn, those who attended
only two, and those who attended more than two.
Because multiple planetariums are involved, multiple
responses were counted (i.e., a respondent who attends
two planetariums may give two responses when asked
about frequency of attendance).
Attendees of one and two planetariums most often
checked off planetarium attendance as being once per
year. Attendees of more than two planetariums wrote
that their frequency of attendance was "once in a while"
most often, followed by an attendance frequency of twice
per year.
With the elimination of "once in a while" reponses,
the difference between the three attendee groups is
significant to the .025 alpha level for a directional
chi-square. The data indicate that a person who attends
more than two planetariums is more likely to go to a
planetarium at least once per year. (s ee Table 3)
Table 3
Frequency of Planetarium Attendance
Frequency of
Attendance

Number of Planetariums Attended
One
Two
More than two

At least once
per year

8

21

21

Less often than
once per year

7

29

8

15

SO

29

Total

Although not significant, Figure 3 shows that the
more planetariums a respondent attended, the more that
respondent was likely to be opinionated on both NASA
and Proxmire. Table 4 shows that for one- and
two-planetarium attendees, the number of respondents
who like both Proxmire and NASA, outnumber those
who like NASA but dislike Proxmire by approximately
two to one. In the case of those people wIlo attend more
than
two
planetariums
that
trend is reversed.
Furthermore, all of the attendees who indicated that they
have never heard of NASA, are confined to those
respondents who have only visited one planetarium.

Discussion
Because this study was confined to a small area in
the north-eastern United States-principally New York
City and northern New Jersey -strict generalization of
these results is not recommended. Of demographic
interest may be the fact that, when overlaid, Figures 1
and 2 show an identical slope for whites and Protestants;
this effect may be due solely to population characteristics
of the area under study. Indeed, while one cannot
determine religion from sight, the Wagner College
Planetarium receives an audience that is approximately 99
percent white for public shows, and 85 percent white for
school shows.
There also seems to a qualitative leap between those
respondents who attend more than two planetariums and
those who attend two or fewer planetariums. What causes
this leap to come about?
Figure 4 shows the distribution of responses to the
question, "How did you hear about the planetarium(s)
you attend?" For all three groups, word of mouth proved
to be the most frequent medium. Once more than one
planetarium was visited, school played an important role,
but decreased in importance once the respondent
attended more than two planetariums. This change saw a
large jump, percentage wise, in the importance of
advertisements, with some value attributed to magazine
and newspaper listings.
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Table 4
Opinions on NASA and Proxmire:
A ttendees of
One, Two, and More Than Two
Planetariums

ONE
NUMBER

Opinion

Number of Planetariums Attended
One
Two
More than Two
No. %
No. %
No.
%

like Proxmire,
like NASA

11

57.9

Like Proxmire,
Dislike NASA

2

10.5

Dislike Proxmire,
like NASA
5

26.3

3

46.2

3

27.3%

7.7

2

18.2%

23.1

6

54.5%

MORE THAN fWO

PLANETARIUMS ATTENDED

Ways that respondents have heard of planetariums.

I Addresses

of feature writers (DepartmentsW

now appear on page 3 of the PLANETARIAN

Dislike Proxmire,
Dislike NASA
Total

6

Figure 4:

TWO

5.3
19

3

100.0 13

23.1

0

0.0%

100.1*

11

100.0%

I

I

~

*rounding error
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All three groups, particularly attendees of two
planetariums, prefer audio-visual effects in a show.
However, once more than two planetariums have been
attended, there is a percentagewise jump in the
importance of a scientific show, and a drop in the
importance of an educational show. It may be that these
people are of a sophistication where education, for the
most part, has already been taken care of. Entertainment
(i.e., jokes, dialogue, adventure) also increases in
importance, while audio-visual effects (i:e., special effects,
light shows, sound tracks) decrease. These preferences and
their respective groups are shown in Figure 5.

A.

Have you ever been to a planetarium?
l.
Yes
2.
I have an interest in botany, and would like
to go to one.
3.
No
4.
I am not well enough acquainted with the
word "planetarium" to answer.

B.

What is your sex?
1.
Male
2.
Female

c.

What
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D.

Please fill in your occupation. If you are a student,
please indicate that you are, and give the field you
are studying, if any.

E.

What is the highest level of school education you
have completed?
1.
No education
2.
Elementary school
3.
High school
4.
College
5.
Masters
6.
Doctorate
7.
Post doctorate
What is your religion?
l.
Protestant
2.
Catholic
3.
Jewish
4.
Islamic
5.
Atheist
6.
Other
7.
N ot ap:-:p:"ll~lc:-:a:-T:b,.Ie::---------------

50

(/)

UJ
(/)

z

0

AUDIO-VISUAL

40

0-

(/)

is your age?
Under 18
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Over 65

UJ

cr:

z

0

f= 30
<:(
...J

....................•

:J
0-

SCIENTIFIC

0

0-

u...

0

EDUCATIONAL

20

......................................................

UJ

(,9

<:(

fZ
UJ

u

10

cr:

.,.,•....., ........, ...•...........•..._...............................•

UJ

0-

ENTERTAINMENT

DD
ONE

TWO

MORE THAN TWO

F.

NUMBER OF PLANETARIUMS ATTENDED

Figure 5:

Qualities looked for in planetarium shows.

Many different factors determine what type of
person visits a planetarium, and what type of person
makes a habit out of visiting planetariums. It appears
from Figures 4 and 5 that school and education have a
valid part to play, but there is a point at which something
else takes over . . . something that gives the attendee
both initiative, and opinion.

G.

How
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

religious are you?
Not at all
Somewhat religious
Moderately religius
Quite religious
Very religious
Not applicable

H.

What
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

is your political affiliation?
Democrat
Republican
Conserva tive
Liberal
Socialist
Right to life
Independent
Other
Not ap-p~I~lc-a~b~l-e----------------------------

L

What is your ethnic background?
1.
White
2.
Black
3.
Hispanic
4.
Oriental
5.
Native American
6.
Other

Appendix: The Questionnaire
There are approximately 1,100 planetariums in the
United States. This questionnaire is designed to discover
what types of people attend them, and what these people
want from them. Because of the limitations of this study,
it will only be applied principally to New York and New
Jersey.
Please circle the number next to the answer that
applies to you for each question. If one of your answers
is the choice "Other," please specify your answer on the
line provided.
All of your answers will be kept strictly
confidential. Therefore, please do not give your name.
Also, if for any reason you do not want to answer a
question, simply leave it blank. Ideally, I would like every
form to be completed, but I realize that there are
questions here that some people do not wish to answer.
Thank you in advance for your assistance and
cooperation.
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-----------------------------------

J.

L.

M.

N.

In what environment have you lived for most of
your life?
1.
Urban
2.
Suburban
3.
Rural
4.
Other
Please fill in-t.,..,h-e-s"l""ta"""lt-e-y-ou--,r.....Iv-e.......m - . - - - - - - - How
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.
5.
P.

many chIldren do you have?
One
Two
Three
More than three
No children

What is your opinion of Senator William Proxmire?
1.
Extremely like
2.
Somewhat like
3.
Moderately like
4.
Moderately dislike
5.
Somewhat dislike
6.
Exrremely dislike
7.
I have not heard of Senator William Proxmire.
What is your opinion of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA)?
1.
Extremely like
2.
Somewhat like
3.
Moderately like
4.
Moderately dislike
5.
Somewhat dislike
6.
Extremely dislike
7.
I have not heard of NASA.

For those of you who have not been to a planetarium this is
the end of the questionnaire. For those of you who have
visited one or more planetariums, please continue.
O.

1.
2.
3.

Please indicate the planetarium(s) you have been to
(you may circle more than one choice).
Urban New York
1.
Hayden
2.
Wagner College
3.
Muse
4.
Hall of Science
5.
Northeast Bronx
6.
Other
7.
Don't-r-em-e-m-rb-er--------------------------Suburban and Upstate New York
8. Vanderbilt
9. Andrus
10. Strasenburg
11. Other
12. Don't -r-em---e-m-,-b-er------------New Jersey
13. Newark
14. Novins
15. Trenton
16. Trailside
17. Other
1 8. Don't r-e-m-em--rb-e-r------------19. Other than New York or New Jersey

For question P, if your attend more than one
planetarium, please indiccate the first planetarium your
wrote down with a "1 ", the second with a "2", and so
on. Example:

Once a month
Three times a year
Twice a year
Once a year
Other
Do y o-U-a-rt7t e-n-d..,.--o-n-e-o-r-m--or-e-p-,Ir-ar-nr-etl:":a~r:"":lUr-m:-:-:-:s~'?---r.n'l'""-:s~o,
please indicate which one(s) and approximately how
often you attend them.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Once a month
Three times a year
Twice a year
Once a year
Other

--------------------------------

Q.

How did you hear about the planetariums you
attend?
1.
Advertisements
2.
Magazine and newspaper listings
3.
Word of mouth
4.
Other

R.

What type of planetarium show do you look for
most?
1.
Educational (i.e., historical with names, dates,
discoveries)
2.
Scientific (i.e., with formulas, theories, data,
instruements)
3.
Audio-Visual (i.e., special effects, Ugh t shows,
sound tracks)
4.
Of Entertainment Value (i.e., jokes, dialogue,
adventure)
5.
Other

---------------------------------

---------------------------------

Thank you very much for your contribution to this
study.
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ANALOGIES FOR TEACHING ASTRONOMY
Analogies are comparisons. Things or concepts
which are relatively unknown are related to things and
concepts which are well known. Most of us use a couple
of analogies in every planetarium lesson, and most
astronomical books and articles utilize them. Frequently
analogies are recognized as a mark of good teaching or
communication, making abstract material more concrete
and interesting.
Analogies are of different types. Musical analogies
abound, and are many times utilized in planetarium
presentations as background for descriptive and visual
discussions or as instructive or mood-setting techniques by
themselves. Examples are the mythical characteristics of
Holst's "Planets," the Princeton University and other
recent records simulating relative speeds of the planets in
their orbits, and the electronic music analogies imitating
everything from auroras to the flow of gases into a
hypothetical black hole.
Visual analogies are also useful. A scale drawing or
model which represents a much larger volume of space
(the solar system or the Local Group of Galaxies) or a
much smaller (a cell or interior of an atom) volume is
essential to convey' true proportions in nature. True scale
is a feature often abused by textbook illustrators and
even producers of astronomical slides.
But descriptive analogies are perhaps the easiest
form to appropriate for lessons, and they are the type
most commonly used. Descriptive analogies can be made
more concrete by visually representing the discussed idea,
such as presenting a diagra\m of a large elliptical pizza pie
with pieces -cut to one focus when discussing Kepler's
Second Law of Orbits.
All analogies are known to tap some of the mental
abilities of the right brain hemisphere. Individuals who are
right-brain dominant enjoy analogies more than those who
are left-brain dominant. Individuals with learning
disabilities, frequently due to impaired abstraction and
logical sequencing abilities of their left hemispheres,
respond to analogies as well as "normal" children and
adults. However, all people benefit by integrating
capabilities of right and left hemispheres in -procesSing
analogous ideas.
A few words of caution about analogies: There are
certain common elements in an analogy; the concrete
example, and the less understood astronomical concept.
That is the reason the analogy is used. But there are also
a number of incompatible elements in the analogy,
elements in the well-known item which are not a part of
the astronomical concept. If, for example, we tell young
students that "the Earth is a spaceship," the children
might conjure up ideas of the Earth being fired, having
fuel, etc. We need to take time to point out the
non-transferable elements of the analogy. Otherwise,
individuals may take away wrong ideas about the
astronomical phenomenon.
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Also, sometimes our familiarity with a particular
concept makes us careless in the selection of analogies
appropriate for a particular age level or a group with a
particular history. For most elementary students, to refer
to the discovery that the solar system lies far from the
center of just one of trillions of galaxies as analogous to
the Copernican revolution in thought, is a gross
miscalculation of the astronomical knowledge and
sophistication of that audience. Or to speak to students in
the lowest grades of compressing time into a cosmic
calendar extending back to the Big Bang or the formation
of the Earth, pointing out the months and hours in which
different events occurred, is meaningless. Children up to
about age 7 think of all events as "long ago" which
happened before their parents or grandparents were born.
Better by far to discuss times· of day with young children
and in this connection apply analogies such as "after
breakfast," "time you come to school," "lunchtime," etc.
Analogy understanding, like all learning, is a
product of the mental activity which Piaget called
"assimilation." When one assimilates, he or she fits new
information into a previous body of knowledge. The more
one knows (assuming there is no overload or tiring due to
immediately previous learning), the more meaningful the
new description or experience. So older students usually
will respond to a wide range of analogies.
Below, I have compiled some of the analogies which
I have found useful in planetarium and other astronomy
lessons. If a source is known, I have provided brief credit.
I would welcome lists of analogies from other
planetarians, so that a second list might be provide in a
future "Focus on Education" column. This list features
descriptive analogies, as they are so much simplier to
compile and use.

Some analogies
1.

Drawing lines between stars of constellations-like
connecting dots in a child's connect-the-dot picture
book.

2.

Constellations, since they are named in honor of
important things and heroes of the past, do not
always resemble thei r designations-just as the
silhouette of George Washington is not seen for the
boundaries of the state of Washington or the
boundaries of Washington, D.C., as the name
Washington was intended to honor George
Washington.

3.

A plane tarium -like a musical instrument, whose
real value and abilities depend upon the abilities of
the player. (A planetarium requires an able operator
or staff.) Armand Spitz

4.

Knowledge
(both
individual
and
collective
knowledge of a culture or humankind)-like a house
or pyramid, where subsequent "bricks" of
experience and information are laid upon those
previously established.

20.

Spiral galaxy-from above or below (at right angles)
like a pin wheel; from the side like a fried egg with
the thick portion in the center.

21.

Concentration of stars near the center of the Milky
Way -distances between stars, although closer than
in edges of the Milky Way, like the spacing between
a few oranges thrown into the Grand Canyon and
let roam in that entire space.

5.

Original mass of the universe, prior to the Big
Bang-primeval "atom"; the genesis "egg."

6.

The Universe Dr Cosmos -art or architectural work
of God (dependent on personal philosophy).

22.

7.

The Big
flrecracker.

Changes in stars-stages of "life" from "young" to
"old. "

23.

8.

First second of the universe after the Big Bang-the
"Golden Age" of ultra-fast phenomena and
elementary particle formation. David Darling
Expanamg universe-a raislll bread expanding as the
yeast rises; an intelligent being sitting on a raisin
notes that farther raisins retreat faster than raisins
closer to him. George Abell. A balloon with dots
on the surface; the space inside (time) enlarges and
the dots grow more distant at rates depending on
their original closeness to one another.

The sun-"Rosetta stone" for many events of the
universe. Loren Acton

24.

Solar flares-luminous snakes swaying froma celestial
Medusa. Newsweek

25.

Light reflection behavior-like a cue ball on a
billiard table; like a superball thrown sideways on
the floor against a wall.

26.

Light refraction behavior-similar to a car whose
one front wheel has run into heavy muck and
slowed down while the other continues on dry
pavement. The result is that the car moves along in
a deflected path.
21 cm emission- "song" of hydrogen "sung" as it
flips over (on the average once each 400 years in a
hydrogen cloud).
Density of a pulsar (neutron star) -Earth-size mass
occupying a volume the size of a football field.

9.

10.

11.

Bang-explosion

of

a

tremendous

Equivalence of gravity and acceleration (relativity
principle)-A man in a closed chest which is pulled
upward with a rope attached to an external hook at
a constant rate in space would sense that he is
accelerated toward the floor at a constant rate and
would consider that he must be in a constant
gravity field. Albert Einstein
Structure of spacetime-like a flat sheet of rubber
warped by masses or balls of different weight.
Light-weight balls rolled on the sheet have their
original straight-line paths changed depending on the
depths of the curved regions they move through. To
a two-dimensional being, the warps or depth of the
sheet would be undectable, although deflections of
the rolled balls'" from straight-line paths would be
apparent.

12.

Disturbance in spacetime-gravity "well."

13.

Other portions of the electromagnetic spectrum
than visible light-the invisible universe. Gerritt
Verschuur.

14.

Electromagnetic (trarrsveTs~) 'WaVES-ocean or water
waves.
Sound (compression) waves-a slinky toy with parts
compressed and other parts between stretched out.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Greenhouse effect-(name is itself the analogy); Air
of a planet heats like the air within a greenhouse,
where glass will not let the waves which have been
changed to heat waves escape.
Technique of radioactive dating-if one knows
size of a burning log and its rate of burning,
length of time it has been burning can
determined by measuring the total amount of
National Geographic

the
the
be
ash.

Number of stars in the universe-countless, like the
grains of sand on a large beach. Number in the
Milky Way (100 billion)-To count at the rate of
one per second, humans would have had to begin
1000 years before Christ, and continue until now.
Donald Clayton
Telescope objective-large "eye."

27.

28.
29.

Black Hole-(name is itself the. analogy!)

30.

Current idea of motion of SS433-motion simulated
if one holds a pencil in the center between thumb
and forefinger and wobbles both ends in a shallow,
cone-like manner. Richard Hoagland.

31.

Remo Ruffini's theory for SS433-seen from above,
a blazing long-play phonograph record, the Black
Hole is in the center. Richard Hoagland

32.

Theories of the origin of the moon-"daughter"
(ejected from Earth); "sibling" (formed at same
time in the same region of space; and "spouse"
(formed in different regions of space and later
became' a single system) theories.

33.

Walking on the moon-feels like one is a giraffe in
slow motion Pete Conrad, Apollo 12

34.

Seismic response when Apollo spacecraft hit
moon -the moon rang like a bell in its belfry for 30
minutes after it was hit. Maruice Ewing

35.

Watching

the

Saturn V rocket from a close
waiting for an Apollo launch-so big
and spectacular, I felt like I was walking around in
Shakespeare's head. Ray Bradbury

distance~whi1e

36.

Rotating Earth-like a spinning chair or stool.
George Reed

37.

Reason a gas globule or a star speed up as it
contracts (conservation of angular momentum)-like
a skater pulling- in. arms and whitling' faster: an&
faster.

38.

Turning of the northern sky around Polaris (or
southern sky around S.C.P.)-seems as if the Jolly
Green Giant (or other magical character) put his
thumb on that point and gave the heavens a spin.
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39.

Precessing Earth (view from space)-like a top with
its handle pointing different ways as the top slowly
spins.

40.

Meteor shower radiant-like perspective view of
receding railroad tracks.
Coriolois Effect (on the rotating Earth or other
planet)-winds behave like a ball. A ball, when
thrown to the opposite side of a merry-go-round,
appears to swerve as viewed by those on the
merry-go-round, and it won't be caught by the
person opposite the thrower.

41.

42.

43.

Kepler's Second Law-if space inside a planet orbit
were a big pizza, then to cut equal-size servings
ending in one point (the focus which contains the
sun), some must be long and narrow (those cut with
edge of pizza near aphelion), and some must be
short and squat (those with edge of pizza near
perihelion).
Doppler shift of electromagnetic waves-like that of
sound waves, the change of pItch or a car horn or a
train whistle as it moves by at high speed.

44.

Aurora appearance-like
dancing curtain.

45.

Sound of charged air when auroras have been
se8n -like the rustle of silk.

46.

Van Allen radiation belts-like doughnut rings filled
with charged particles.

47.

Rings of Saturn-flying gravel banks containing dirty
snow balls.

48.

Appearance of Io-a pizza pie; a painted desert.

49.

Appearance of Europa-painted cracks on white
billiard ball (cue ball of Jupiter's satellites).

50.
51.

Almathea's shape-potato or cigar.
Lunar crescent shape-a banana

52.

Earth -a self-sufficient spaceship.

53.

Lunar maria-the eyes, nose, mouth, and cheek of a
person's face.

54.

Appearance of the Pleiades-a small cluster of
diamonds against a black velvet cloth.

55.

Right ascension and declination-similar to the
coordinate system of a sphere of longitude and
latitude.

56.
57.

The atom -like a planetary system.
Spectral lines-like fingerprints of elements.

58.

DNA strands (genetic material)-shaped like spiral
staircases.
Human brain-like a complex computer with a
trillion integrated transistor chips.
Human life-a drama, a banquet, a game.

59.
60.
61.
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a

dancing fountain; a

Time since the Big Bang, or since the Earth
formed -can be represented by a calendar year or a
clock period of 24 hours. Different events occurred
on the calendar or clock at times which make most
seem squeezed in the later moments. There have
been many versions of this analogy. Perhaps the
most famous and accessible now is that by Carl
Sagan (second Cosmos program, and in two of his
books).

62.

Neil Armstrong's lirst step on the moon-"one giant
leap for mankind." Neil Armstrong

63.

Time since Earth formed-if we think of a human
generation as about 45 years, Earth has been around
and moving about the sun for 100 million
generations. Fred Hoyle

64.

Messages sent aboard Voyager- "Murmurs of
Earth "-a greeting card to the cosmos. Carl Sagan

65.

Biorhythms-like inbuilt clocks and calendars.
Energy equivalence for E = mc2 -a grain of sand is
equal, if changed completely to energy, to the
energy supplied by 10 tons of high-grade gasoline.

66.

67.

Energy production in the sun-as if several billion
hydrogen bombs were exploded each second.

68.

Use of Earth's petroleum for fuel instead of saving
for chemical products-like fueling a cooking stove
with paper money. Mendeleev

69.

Problem of trying to find, scientifically, what might
have been the Christmas star-like a dectetive story.

70.

Problem of trying to study stellar evolution-like a
visitor from another planet cornirig'-: to a big Earth
city. The visitor has one-billionth the lifetime of an
average inhabitant or about two seconds to study
human life. If the investigator uses recorded history
and indirect methods, he has 5 minutes total to
make his summary. He might discover that babies
are very young human beings and tliat people are
placed in cemetaries when they (usually) are quite
old. But he might also conclude, very wrongly, that
humans evolve through one stage as a dog and
another as a car. Armin Deutsch

A descriptive-visual-kinesthetic analogy: Cycling Around a
Solar System Made of Salad
To show the sizes and relative distances of the
planets, put the following in a bag: one fresh pea, one
walnut, one slightly larger walnut, one dried pea, one
bean, two large cabbages, a big orange, one grapefruit, a
second bean smaller than the first. Take the bag and ride
your bicycle to an oval track around a football field (field
100 yards long and track 440 yards around). Start
peddling the bicycle around the track and leave off
vegetalbes in this order to represent distances you travel
outward from the sun:
1. fresh pea-2/5 lap (for Mercury)
2. walnut-3/4 lap (for Venus)
3. bigger walnut-l lap (for Earth)
4. dried pea-l step from big walnut (for Moon)
5. bean-B'~ laps (for Mars)
6. large cabbage-SV2 laps (for Jupiter)
7. large cabbage-9V2 laps (for Saturn)
8. orange-19-1/S laps (for Uranus)
9. grapefruit-30 laps (for Neptune)
10. smaller bean-39-2/S laps (for Pluto)
-Jamie Jobb
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A SIMPLE 180-DEG,REE PLANETARIUM DOME PROJECTO_R
Roger L. Scott
Michael K. Smolek
Department of Physics and Astronomy
8all State University
Muncie) IN

Visitors to large planetariums are often treated to visually
exciting projections of clouds and other phenomena filling the entire
sky. Usually this effect is created with a 180-degree "fisheye"
projection lens, a prohibitively expensive device for the small
planetarium operating on a "shoe-string" budget. However, facilities
with dome diameters under 40 feet can simulate such projections
with a simple device which can be constructed for less than $20,
Our 180-degree projector, designed and constructed by author
Smolek, employs the principle of "pinhole projection." The essential
components are a "conical slide" made from 8" x 10" sheet film,
enclosing a 5-volt grain-of-wheat bulb. The bulb is mounted in a
circular base with a raised lip which serves both as a horizon cutoff,
and to hold the conical slide in place. A schematic of the projector is
shown in Figure 1.

grain of
wheat bulb
horizon
cutoff

I

mounting
post

Figure 1: Schematic of the 180-degree dome projector.

Ball State University Planetarium uses a standard Spitz A3P
projector in a 9.1 meter dome. Power for the 180-degree projector is
obtained by using a small variable transformer plugged into the
"Bolide" outlet of the Spitz pedestal (110 volts). The 180-degree
projector must be mounted above the Spitz instrument to avoid
distracting shadows. We solved this problem by placing it at the top
of a wooden pole which is fastened by a metal bracket to the
meridian projector support.

Figure 2 shows the paper mask used to
make a highly-successful "galaxy slide." The
galaxies were first drawn on tracing paper
with a Rapidograph pen. Then the mask was
placed ink-to-emulsion on Kodak Or tho Film
Type 3 (2556), and exposed using the light
from an enlarger. After normal development,
the mask was cut from the sheet of film,
folded into a conical shape, and fastened
together with Scotch tape. The conical slide is
then placed on the circular base of the
projector, inside the horizon-cutoff lip. Slides
for other effects are easily created in the same
manner (clouds, etc.), and slides are easily
changed by lifting out one cone and replacing
it with another.
The galaxy slide is particularly effective
in the many shows for school children we give
each week. After iii brief constellation session
the children are shown a rotating slide of the
Milky Way Galaxy. Then the sky is filled with
galaxies at the flick of a switch, "Behold the
Universe!" The rotating Milky Way is then
dimmed to the same brightness as the
"Universe of Galaxies," to illustrate that even
our own galaxy fades to insignificance when
we compare it with the structure of the
Universe! This effect always produces lots of
"oohs" and "aahs" from the audience.
The image quality produced by the
projector is quite good; relatively sharp images
are spread uniformly over the entire dome,
with no hints of seams or shadow areas. As a
further refinement our projector has been
motorized to slowly rotate about once every 5
minutes; projected clouds will appear to
slowly drift against the background of stars.
The essential parts required to construct
the 180-degree projector are Kodak Ortho
Film 8" x 10", a grain of wheat bulb, a
3-foot wooden dowel rod, a tin can (used to
make the circular base), a variable transformer
capable
of
stepping
110v
down
to
approximately 5v, a standard Cinch-Jones
plug, Scotch tape, and the needed insulated
wire.
The projected images need not be
restricted to simple silhouette-type drawings,
though this type of slide is perhaps best suited
for this projector. Other types of bulbs may
of course be substituted for the grain-of-wheat
bulb, but as the size of the filament increases,
the image sharpness will decrease. We consider
this projector to be very useful in our
programs, and believe that other planetariums
of moderate size would enjoy experimenting
with such a device.
Continued on page 41
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THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM RECONSIDERED:
A REFUTATION OF THE MOSLEY/MARTIN HISTORICAL APPROACH
Douglas Johnson
Copyright © 7987 by Douglas johnson. All rights reserved.
Editor's Note:
The author is a free-lance writer from Santa Cruz,
California, and has contributed research to the Cabrillo
College Planetarium, directed by Allen Grasso, in Aptos,
California.
Dr. Ernest L. Martin, Director of the Foundation
for Biblical Research, and John Mosley, Program
Supervisor for the Griffith Observatory, have proposed a
theory stating that the Star of Bethlehem appeared in 3
or 2 B.C., that Jesus was born in 3 or 2 B.C., and that
Herod the Great died in 1 B.c. 1 (See Vol. 9, No.2,
Summer, 1980, Planetarian.) The key to this theory is the
proposition that Herod the Great, king of Judea, died in
1 B. C. 2 And the key to this proposition is the suggestion
that Antipater, one of Herod's sons, reigned as king or
"co-regent" of Judea from 4 B.C. to 1 B.C. 3
Though superficially attractive, this theory is utterly
false. The star and Jesus appeared before the death of
Herod and Herod died in late 5 B.C. or very early 4
B.C.-not in 1 B.c. Therefore, the astronomical evidence
for the Star of Bethlehem in 3 or 2 B.C. offered by
Martin and Mosley is inadmissible.
The false notion that Herod died in I B. C. was
proposed by W. E. Filmer in 1966. 4 This idea was then
thoroughly and completely discredited by T. D. Barnes in
1968. 5 Four years later Dr. Harold W. Hoehner, now
serving as Professor of New Testament Literature and
Exegesis at Dallas Theological Seminary, exposed the
weaknesses of the Filmer theory and concluded it "will
not stand" in the face of available historical evidence. 6
Scholars S. Safrai, M. Stern, D. Flusser, and W. C. van
Unnik concluded in 1974 that the historical evidence
presented by T. D. Barnes is "entirely convincing" in
establishing the date of Herod's death as no later than 4
B.c. 7
So bow are Martin and Mosley able to say that
Herod died in 1 B.C.? Only one way-by offering the
false suggestion that Antipater reigned as king of Judea
from 4 B.C. to 1 B.C. Then, according to Martin and
Mosley, after the deaths of Antipater and Herod in 1
B.C., Herod's three succeeding sons "backdated" the
beginning of their reigns to 4 B.C. to blot out the record
of Antipater's rule! This theory is set forth to
accommodate the fact that Archelaus, Herod's succeeding
son, was banished from office in 6 A.D in his tenth year
of rule. 8
The Martin/Mosley theory states the following: 9
1.
Herod was disgraced and demoted by
Augustus Caesar in 4 B.C.;
2.
Herod then named Antipater "co-regent" in 4
B.C. and "Herod's reign was seen to have
officially ended." (In contradiction to this
"end" of Herod's reign, Martin and Mosley
later state that "Herod and Antipater ruled
jointly from 4 B.C. until early 1 B.C."lO)
And then,
3.
Herod and Antipater died in 1 B.C. and
Herod's three succeeding sons "backdated"
the commencement of their reigns to 4 B.C.
to blot out the record of Antipater's rule.
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The theory proposed by Martin and Mosley totally
collapses because the above three points are false for the
following reasons:
Herod Disgraced in 8/7 B.C.
1.
Dr. Harold W. Hoehner tells us, "In 8/7 B.C.
Herod came into disfavor with Augustus and
was treated as a subject rather than a
friend. ,,11
2.
Historian Ethelbert Stauffer say~ "In 8 B.C.
Herod the Great was demoted.,,1
3.
Historian William M. Ramsay reports that
Herod fell into disgrace with Augustus in
either 8 or 7 B.C. while citing as authority
historians Schuerer (who supports 8 B.C.) and
Lewin (who supports 7 B.C.).13
And the historian John Buchan says, "About
4.
8 B.C. Herod fell out of favour with
Augustus, who said bitterly that he would
ra ther be Herod's pig than his son. ,,14
(Augustus said this because of Herod's cruelty
to his family.)
Herod's disgrace simply meant that he was no
longer considered a "friend of Caesar." There is no
evidence suggesting Herod was dethroned or ever shared
his kingship with anyone. Herod reigned as king of Judea
until his death. Flavius Josephus, a first century historian,
refers to Herod as "king" until Herod's death.
Antipater Never Reigned
1.
Whatever authority was given to Antipater was
given only as a "concession" from his father
Herod the king who remained Herod the
king. 1 5 Flavius Josephus twice refers to Herod
as "king" in the paragraph mentioning the
"concession." A "concession" is a privilege
granted by the controlling authority; in this
case, Herod the king was the controlling
authority.
2.
Historian T. D. Barnes states that Antiquities,
XVII, 3 written by Flavius Josephus offers "a
clear proof that Antipater was not counted as
co-ruler. ,,16
This
passage
reveals
that
Antipater was only heir to the throne and not
yet king.
3.
After being named heir to his father's throne,
Antipater went off to live in Rome with his
friends. 17 While living in Rome for at least
seven months, Antipater continually sought to
have his father murdered. 1 8 This leads us to
ask two important questions:
How can Antipater rule Judea as king or
a.
"co-regent" if he's living in Rome? The
answer is obvious: he can't. Antipater
never ruled Judea. And,
b.
Why did Antipater continually try to
have his father Herod murdered if
Antipater was already king? Again the
answer is obvious: Antipater was an
anxious heir to the throne who was
trying to kill the king in order to speed
up his inheritance.

Herod the Great was king of Judea' until his death
and he never shared his kingship,
Herod the Great Died in 5/4 B.C.
1.
Herod the Great was named king of Judea by
the Roman Senate in 40 B.C. and died in his
thirty-seventh year of reign from the date of
that appointment. 19 This indicates that Herod
died in 4 B. C.
2
Herod the Great captured Jerusalem and
possessed the land of Judea in 37 B. C. and
died in his thirty-fourth year of reign from
that date. 2 0 This indicates that Herod died in
4 B.C.
3.
Historical evidence shows that Herod's three
succeeding sons all reckoned their reigns from
5 or 4 B. C. The three sons began their reigns
either from the time of Herod's death or from
the confirmation of Herod's last will by
Augustus in Rome. Archelaus, succeeding his
father Herod, was deposed and banished from
the throne of Judea in 6 A.D. when he was in
his tenth year of rule. 2 1 Therefore, Archelaus
began his reign as ethnarch in 4 B. C. after his
father's death.
4.
Antipas, another heir, lost his tetrarchy in
38/39 A.D. and coins exist which were minted
in his forty-third year of rule. 2 2 Therefore,
Herod died in 5 or 4 B.C.
5.
Philip's reign ended in the twentieth year of
Tiberius Caesar after Philip ruled his tetrarchy
for thirty-seven years. 2 3 The twentieth year
of Tiberius was 33/34 A.D. Therefore, Philip
began his -reign in about 4 B.C. after the death
of his father Herod.
6.
While the succession of Herod's three sons was
being confirmed by Augustus in Rome
according to Herod's last will, a revolt in
Judea was suppressed by Varus, the governor
of Syria. 2 4 Coins reveal that Varus ruled from
7/6 to 5/4 B.c. 25 It's not known who ruled
as governor of Syria between 4 B. C and I
B.C. and no convincing evidence has been
presented to establish that Varus governed
Syria after 4 B.C. 26 Thereore, it is very likely
that Varus ended the Jerusalem revolt in the
summer of 4 B.c. 27
7.
During
the
hearing
wherein .Augustus
confirmed the last will of Herod, the historian
Josephus reports that Augustus summoned his
grandson Gaius Caesar to serve as a counsellor
to hear the matter. 2 8 Gaius was voted
approval by the Roman Senate in 5 B.C. to
begin participating in public business. 29 This
makes it possible and likely that Gaius was
appointed to the "consilium" of Augustus at
this time or shortly thereafter. Historian T. D.
Barnes reasons that this is the case. 30
Therefore, the hearing of Herod's last will in
Rome probably took place in the summer of
4 B.C.
8.
Martin and Mosely state that Gaius Caesar
su ppressed
the Jerusalem revolt while
Herod's last will was being heard in Rome. 3 1
Josephus tells us very clearly that Gaius
Caesar was in Rome (not in Jerusalem)

9.

hearing the matter of Herod's last will in the
company of Augustus. 3 2 Can Gaius be in two
different places at the exact same time? Of
course not. Once again the theory of Martin
and Mosely is shown to be false.
Is it possible that Gaius may have been in
Rome to hear Herod's last will in the summer
of 1 B.C.? No, because historical evidence
shows that Gaius was on military ex~ditions
outside of Rome beginning in 2 B.C. 3 Gaius
then went on to Syria where he began his
governorship in 1 B.C. or in 1 A.D. Historians
Dr. Harold W. Hoehner and William M.
Ramsa¥ say Gaius began his reign in Syria in
1 B.C. 4 T. D. Barnes concludes that Gaius
began his governorship in I A.D. 35 Since
Gaius was away from Rome in 1 B.C., Herod's
last will could not have been heard in Rome
during the summer of that year. But Gaius
was' very likely present in Rome during the
summer of 4 B.C. for the settlement of
Herod's last will.

Conclusion
All of the above evidence fits together in a way that
clearly tells us Herod the Great king of Judea, died no
later than 4 B.c.
The notion that Antipater reigned as king or
"co-regent" of Judea from 4 B.C. to 1 B.C. with the
death of Herod the Great occurring in 1 B.C. is simply
flat-out false and cannot be supported by available
historical evidence.
Since the Star of Bethlehem and the birth of Jesus
occurred while Herod the Great was still alive, candidates
for the Star of Bethlehem must be sought in the skies
before 4 B.C. 36 The astronomical evidence offered by
Martin and Mosley from 3 and 2 B.C. is simply
inadmissible.
If anyone wishes to discover the rising star heralding
the birth of Christ, they must look up to the heavens
before 4 B.C.
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"THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM RECONSIDERED:
A MYTHOLOGICAL APPROACH"
Garry T. Stasiuk

H. C. Kendall Planetarium
Portland, Oregon
"No, the whole tale [of the traditional story of the
Star of Bethlehem] is but an ingenious working out after
the fact. "
Isaac Asimov
Traditionally at Christmas time, most planetaria
around the world have offered an astrological explanation
of the Star of Bethlehem focusing on the unusual
conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars which occurred
in the constellation of Pices, the Fish, in 7 to 6 B. C.
However,
there
now exists anthropological
and
archaeological evidence that, even if the wise men, or
Magi, were astrologers, a better interpretation of the Star
can be offered, which has nothing to do with astrology,
but everything to do with astronomy and cosmology as
understood and perpetuated by the language of
pre-technological, pre-literate man.
The theory at the heart of this new understanding
was originated in an essay by Giorgio de Santillana and
Hertha von Dechend called "Hamlet's Mill." The theory is
also supported by Harold A. T. Reiche of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The theory, in
Reiche's words, holds that "myths were vehicles for
memorizing and transmitting certain kinds of astronomicaf
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and cosmological information." The mythological formula
identified by Professor von Dechend is really a mechanism
to explain precisely the slowest of all observable motions
in the heavens, the precession (or westward movement) of
the equinoxes against the fixed stars. According to the
mythological formula then, the most important position in
the sky is the position of the sun on the first day of
Spring. However, because of this slow motion, the
constellation marking the vernal equinox is gradually
replaced by the constellation to the west in a slow,
almost imperceptible motion that takes approximately
2,150 years (a precessional year is 25,800 years long).
Also according to the mythological formula, the
constellation "containing" the vernal equinox was referred
to as the world age of Pices or Aries or Taurus, depending
on the position of the sun the first day of Spring.
Interestingly enough, at the time of the birth of
Christ, we find that the vernal equinox was between
Aries, the Ram, and Pices, the Fish. In 150 B.C. the

vernal equinox was marked and noted by Hipparchos.
From Allen's Star Names, we find that the star Beta of
Aries is called "Sharatan . . . a sign referring to this and
Gamma, the third star in the head, as a sign of the
opening year, Beta having marked the vernal equinox in
the Days of Hipparchos." So, the real question is, what
kind of astronomical or cosmological event would
announce to the wise men that the end of the world age
of Aries had occurred and the new world age of Pices
begun?
Part of the answer is the 7 to 6 B. C. conjunction of
Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars. Why?
According to pre-literate man, the conjunctions of
Jupiter and Saturn were a "measure of time" with
"Saturn (Kronos) giving Jupiter (Zeus) all the mea~ures of
creation. "
Successive conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn in the
same constellation occur every 60 years. By keeping track
of successive conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn in the
same constellation, pre-literate man could keep track of
precession and the length of a "heavenly" world age.
However, the key fact is that at or near the time of
Christ's birth, the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction occurred in
Pices, near the vernal equinox. (Get out your
calculators . . . Was this the first conjunction of Jupiter
and Saturn in Pices?)
But, in the traditional telling of the story of the
star of Bethlehem, there is one question that is ignored:
why were the wise men looking for a king?
To answer that question, first consider the
following, which is an interpretation of the Persian word
for "Aries." Santillana and von Dechend explain it in
"Hamlet'~ Mill": in Iran, i.e., Persia, "ruler of Aries" was
the established title for supreme power. Secondly, in
"Hamlet's Mill," we learn of a marvelous Persian myth
featuring a Hamlet-like figure called Kar Khusvau. This
figure was not a real person, but the "supreme power of
Iran," a mythical person who existed only in the celestial
realm. Upon his crowning, Kar Khusvau states
"The whole world is my kingdom
all is mine
From Pices downward to the Bull's head."
Professor von Dechend characterizes Kar Khusvau's
kingship as "a reign not only of heaven, it is essentially of
time." Kar Khusvau was a "world age leader." The story,
as quoted from "Hamlet's Mill," goes on to say of the
great holy leader that he "prepares his departure, takes

leave of his paladins, leaving aside their supplications and
those of his whole army." Then
A cry arose from the army of Iran:
The sun hath wandered from its way in heaven!
The chieftains' heads were heavy at the news.
The warriors slept in pain, and when the sun
Rose over the hills the Shah had disappeared.
The paladins were lost and burired in a snowstorm.
Translating the story's end mythically, we would
have to conclude that the vernal equinox no longer
belonged to Aries. The supreme power of the equinoctial
sun now belonged to someoneefse!
No wonaer the wise men were searching for a new
"king." They were looking for the new bearer of the
vernal equinox, which had pass~.d: to Pices the
Fish . . . the symbol of Christianity.
In short, the Star of Bethlehem was really the
vernal equinox!
"And, 10, the star which they had seen in the East
went before them, till it came to rest over the place
where the young child lay."
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COMPUTER CORNER
Conducted by

DAN SPENCE

A very interesting computer program was recently
lent to me by 21st Century Shops of Cincinnati. Tell Star
is available in two versions. I had Level II which retails
for $79.95. This software is published by Information
Unlimited Software, Inc., 281 Arlington Avenue,
Berkeley, CA 94707, and is advertised as "Your computer
graphics window to the Universe using the Apple
Computer. "
Tell Star is basically divided into two parts by its
only real flaw-processing time. After entering the viewing
location, time and date, the program requires up to six
minutes to complete the necessary calculations. These
include finding the location in heading and elevation for
the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars.
When finished with the calculations, Tell St'ar will
use the Apple Computer's high-resolution graphics to
draw a series of star maps. The first set consists of eight
horizontal views covering ninety degrees azimu th and
reaching from horizon to zenith.
These views are
centered on N, NE, E, etc. The second type of star map
can be drawn for overhead between about forty degrees
of elevation and the zenith. Some of the other interesting
commands in the display section of this program include
Locate and Identify, and the ability to draw in the major
constellations.
Another section of the program does various
calculations allowing one to convert back and forth
between equatorial and horizontal coordinate systems,
locate solar system objects, etc.
The accuracy of this program is quite good,
typically one minute of arc or less for dates within a few
years of present.
As mentioned earlier, Tell Star is available in two
versions, but Level II comes with a South Hemisphere star
table (186 stars) and a Messier Objects table. Both levels
come with a table of two hundred stars plus better-known
Messier Objects seen from the Northern Hemisphere.
Over.. all, the Tell Star software is excellent and
enjoyable with one exception; when a person calls to ask a
question, you may not want to put' them on hold for six
minutes.
If you have any information or a program you
would like to share, write to me at the above address.
The following computer program was sent in by Paul
Sharrah of the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Arkansas 72701. He writes:
"The microcomputer program shown here makes
use of the graphic capabilities of the Commodore Pet
2001 Microcomputer to display the proper motions and
constellation shapes of several familiar constellations.
Furthermore, by taking into account the proper motions
of the stars under consideration, the change in appearance
of the constellation in which they appear over long periods
of time can be demonstrated.
"The data table for each constellation includes first
the number of bright stars considered to be necessary to
visualize the constellation and then the total number of
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stars to be displayed. This makes it possible to see the
primary constellation in relation to important nearby
objects when desired. The maximum number of stars
which can be entered has been dimenSIOned arbitrarily as
twelve, as this seems t6 be- adeguate for the purpose in mind.
The dimensioning statement in line 5 could be extended if
required for some special purpose.
"The remainder of the data table includes in order
the right ascension, declination, distance, and the three
components of the proper motion. 1 These have been
entered in decimal form with the right ascension in hours,
the declination in degrees, and the distance in parsecs.
The three components of proper motion are the radial
velocity in km/sec and the rate of change in right
ascension and declination. The last two are given in the
tables in terms of seconds or arc per year.
"Provision is also made for entering other arbitrary
constellations or star fields.
"The procedure for calculating the new right
ascension values and declination values resulting from the
stellar proper motions is described elsewhere. 2 The
geometrical features of this problem are quite similar to
those involved in calculating the change in appearance of
the sky which would result when viewed from different
assumed positions. 3
"A low density plotting 4 procedure is used with the
option of displaying the star as an asterisk or as an
alphabetic symbol, equivalent to the Bayer symbols. The
use of the alphabetic symbols has been found to be useful
in identifying the star when extreme constellation
distortions have resulted from large time values; either for
distant times in the future or in the past.
"One option available increments time once by an
arbitrary +/- amount and tabulates the new right
ascension, declination, and distance values. A plot can
then be called for and this plot remains on the screen
until the operator touches any keyboard key, other than
RUN/STOP.
"The other option increments successively the time
by an arbitrary +/- amount and displays the constellation
shape for each new date. Any completed display in this
option, indicated by the date printed in the upper left
hand corner, can be held for, viewing by holding down
any keyboard key, other than RUN/STOP, until the
sym bol END appears at the bottom of the screen.
"With either option, when the starred ending
(*END*) appears, holding down any keyboard key sets
up the program so that the original data can be listed and
plotted again or a new constellation can be called for by
running the program from the beginning.
"One precaution should be mentioned. In entering an
arbitrary constellation in option 7, the constellation plot
will not be reasonable in this program if too large a value
of declination is used. The tabulated values should be
useful even in these extreme cas es."
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AV=(U2(J»/(206264.8)
DV=(U3(J»/(206264.8)
REM,VELOCITIES (PARSES/YR) FOLLOW
VX=(RV)*COS(D)*COS(A)-R*(DV)*SIN(D)*COS(A)-R*(AV)*COS(D)*SIN(R)
VY=(RV)*COS(D)*SIN(A)-R*(DV)*SIN(D):+:SIN(A)-R*(RV)*COS(D)*SIN(R)
VZ=(RV)*SIN(D)+R*(DV)*COS(D)
XN=XO+(VX)*(T2-2000)
YN=YO+(VY)*(T2-2000)
ZN=ZO+(VZ)*(T2-2000)
REM,NEW DISTANCE (PARSECS) FOLLOWS
II

H

It

II

II

;~ 6 ~~j F.:t-~ :::: ::. G! F.:

270
275
280
285
290
291
400
405

II

I t'~PUT S

II

.:: (>::t-4) "t'2 + ( 'T' t·~ ) '1'2 + .:: 2:t-4) -1'2,:.

AN=ATN(YN/XN)
IF XN)0 AND YN)0 THEN AN=AN
IF XN(O AND YN(O THEN AN=AN+ff
IF XN(O AND YN)0 THEN AN=AN+ff
IF XN)O AND YN(0 THEN AN=AN+2*ff
W=(ZN/RN)
:DN=ATN(W/SQR(1-W*W»:GOTO 400
X=-(AN)*180/rr

T'= (Dt,~):+: 1 :::(I""'rr
406 fi$::::
40(' GET A$
40::: IF A$<:>
GOTO
I

II II

II II
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405~~1

409
413
415
416
417
420
422
430
440
450
655
66(1

GOTO 41:;:

IF PL=l GOTO 420
T2=T2+DT
FOR J=1 TO NS
GOSUE: 20~~1
IF PL=1 GOTO 655
AH=AN:+:12/ff:DD=DN:+:180/ff
PRINT AH;DD;RN
IF J)1 GOTO 680
;:'::L =::.:: : ::'::B=::<

67(1

'TIL:ITI: ITIB=IT'

RETUF.:t·~
T2=2~Z1(10

680
690
700
71£1
720
7:3£1
740
75£1
758
760
765
77~~1

IF XL(~':: GOTO 70£1
>t.L=X
IF ~.:: B:> : .: GOTO 72£1
~.;:E:=X

IF 'T'L('T' GOTO 740
'TIL='TI
IF 'TIB)'T GOTO 75:=:
ITIB=ITI
1

NE~'::T

.J

IF PL=2 GOTO 4000
ET=2
GOSUE: 2f1£10
K=1
IF K=100 GOTO 780
.(=K+l
GO TO 772

771
772
773
774
78(1 ~'::F::=£1: 'T'F=~=(1
790 IF «XB-XL)/(YB-YL»)(39/24) GOTO 810
80~~1 GOTO 84(1
810 YR=12*(XB-XL)/39-(YB-YL)/2
815 P=39/(XB-XL)
820 GOTO 850
840 XR=39*(YB-YL)/48-(XB-XL)/2
845 P=24,···· ( 'yIB_ITIL )
850 P~~ I NT
865 FOR J=l TO NS
870 GO!::LIB 2£10
9(1(1 A$=1I11
910 X=X+XR:Y=Y-YR
920 XS%=P*(X-XL)
930 YS%=P*<YB-Y)
931 Q=YS~*40+XS%+32768
946 IF 8=1 GOTO 950
947 IF 8=2 GOTO 955
95(1 POKE Q.' 42
951 GOTO 957
955 IF J:>M GOTO 950
956 POKE Q.I J
957 IF J=NS GOTO 964
96~Z1 NEXT J
964 PF:: I NT IIATE= T2
965 T2=T2+ IIT
970 IF PL=2 GOTO 4050
990 ET=l:GOTO 420
2008 IF TE=l GO TO 3010
2010 IF TE=2 GOTO 3020
2020 IF TE=3 GOTO 3030
2030 IF TE=4 GOTO 3040
2040 IF TE=5 GOTO 3050
2050 IF TE=6 GOTO 3060
2(160 F::ETUF::N
:~:010 PR I t'~T :'lI!lM~l!!l~l" E:$ 1I1•• I.[~IDT =
IIT
:3011 ~~ETUF::N
:;:02£1 P~~ I NT :'ll!ll!!l!!OOI!lJII C$III •• I.(~T= IIT
II ::']"

II

:~:£121

II

II

II .;

II

II .;

F::ETUF::t·~

::::0:;: (1 PF:: I t·4 T II :'l~t~t!!l~l~ II II $ II 1•• I.(~ID T

=

II .;

II T
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:;:(1:;: 1

F.:ETUF.:t·~

PF.: I t~T ::1~I~t!!I!!!~l" F$ 1IIIIII[!!l:DT=
:;:041 F.:ETUF.:t·4
::::~:15(1 PP I t·4T ::1~~!~!~!~lll 13$ "1IIIIhIDT=
:3051 F.:ETUF.:t·~
:;:(16~) PF.: I t'~T ::1e.le.I~!~!!!lll H$IIIIIII[~:rDT=
:3(14~~1

II

II ;

DT

\I

II .;

DT

II

II .;

DT

::::~]61

F.:ETUF.:t·~

4(1(1(1
4(1(11
4(1(1:3
4(1(15
4(n:19

PF.: I NT :~lll
PF.: I NT PF.:ESS F.:ETUF.:N TO PLOT
A$=
IF A${)
GOTO 4(115
GET A$
GOTO 40~]5
ET=2:GOTO 765
A$=
PF.: I t·4 T :!!II!!l!!!!!II!!Il!!II!!II!!!I!!II!!II!!II!!II!!II!!II!!!I!!II!I!!l:I!!II!!IO.1I 11.11 •• 11 11.11111/11/111 III. E t·4 D
A$=1I11
Et·4=(1
IF EN=200 GOTO 4058
EN=EN+1:GOTO 4056
PF.: I t·4T ,.1!U1!1l!I1II1lIl1II1!I1ll1l!l .... IlIl..IIID1Ilf.Et·~II*
IF A$:(> GOTO 4065
GET A~t
GOTO 4(159
F'F.: I t'1T ::11!!1!!11!!111111111
TO F.:EPEAT.; Et·~TEF.: 111
PF.: I t·4T t'~Ei'J COt·~STELLAT I Ot·4.; Et·~TEF.: 2"
I t'~PUT EN
IF EN=1 GOTO 4075
IF EN=2 GOTO 4072
F.: Ut·4
F'P I t·4T OF.: I GI t'~AL DATA Et·4TF.:V:l!!lll
PP I t'4T 11::']11
GOTO ?:::
DATA 7,7)11.03,61.90)32)-9)-.119)-.070)11.00)56.58)25~-12,.082~.029,11.87
DATA 53.85,28)-13,-.094,.004)12.23~57.20,20,-13,.106).003,12.83,56.13
DATA 21,-9,.113,-.011,13.38,55.08,28,-9,.124).028,13.77,49.47)66~-11
DATA -.122,-.018
DATA 9,11,5.92,7.40)200,21,.027,.017,5.24)-8.20~333,21~.001,.000,5.42
DATA 6.35,38)18,-.006,-.014,5.53)-.30,250,16,.001,-.001,5.60,-1.20,143
DATA 26).000).000)5.67)-1.95,45)18).004,-.002,5.59)-5.92)48,22).003
DATA .004,5.80,-9.67,111,21).004)-.002)5.59,9.93)167,34).001,-.006
DATA 6.75,-16.72,2a60)-8)-a537)-1.21)4.60)16.50~21)54).069)-.190
DATA 5}5,.675,56.53)1111-4,.05,-.029).153,59.15)14)12,.527)-.178).95
DATA 60.72~29,-7,.(26)-.002,1.43)60.23)34,7).297)-.047)1.91~63.68
DATA 143J~81.035)-.016
DATA 4,6112.44,-63.1JI25,-11)-.032,-.027)12.8)-59.7)500)20)-.(41)-.026
DATA 12.52,-57.121220)21,.025)-.273,12.25)-58.75)333)26~-.037,-.017
DATA 14.661-60.8311.3,-25,-3.6061.705,14.06,-60.37J63~-12)-.021,-.028

4~:11 ~:1

4015
4(15~:1

4 ~:15 2

4(153
4(155
4056
4057
4(158
4(159
4~:16(1

4(162
4(165
4(166
4(167
4070
4071
4(172
4(175
4~:176

4 (i::a:1

5000
5010
5015
5020
5050
5055
5060
5065
5070
6000
6010
6020
6050
6055
6060
6[199
?000
7005
7010
7015
7020
?050
7055
22

II
II

II

II II

II II

II II

II

II

II

II

II II

II
II

II

LEOt'~E;:'::T

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

10}10,10.14,11.97126,4,-.248,.(01)11.82)14.57)13,0,-.496)-.122
10.33JI9.85,531-37).307}-.152)11.24,20.52)25,.21).146)-.138)9.76
23.7?,500,5,.0441-.018)10.28)23.42)111,-15).019)-.013)10.12)16.77
16713,-.001}-.008Jl1.24,15.43)53,8)-.059)-.085,9.88)26.02)45,14
-.21}-.059110.55,9.3,200,42,-.007,-.006
6,8,20.69,45.27,42,47,-.461,.123,19.51)27.97,22)6)0)-.104,20.37
40.25,45Jl)-.106)-.001,19.75,45.13)53)-5,-.125).119)20.77,33.97

7060
7065
7999
::aJ0(1
S(1(11
80(15
8(HZ16
8010
8~311
S~Z115

8(116
8~32(1

8€121
8€1:;:~3

::aJ:31
8€14€1
8041
9(15€1
9051
9(16(1
9061
9070
91 £1£1
F::EAD'yl.

DATA 23J3J-.031J.022J21.22}30.23}45J-5J.034,-.038,18.61,
DATA .2}.281J19.85JS.87J5J-26J.535J.383
F'F.: I t~T II ::']11
F'F.: I t'~T II I t'~F'UT
I t~F'UT t'1
F'F.: I t·4T II I t'~F'UT TOTAL NUMBEP OF STARS
I t·4F'UT t·~
FOR 3=1 TO N
F'F.: I t'~T II ::1 11
F'F.: I t·4T \I I t'~F'UT A ( .J ) (HH • HH) F OF.: 3 = II .; ..1
I t·4PUT A':: 3 )
PF.: I NT 1\ I t'~PUT D(.J) (DD. DII) FOF.: J=".; J
It·4PUT D(3)
PF.: I NT \I I NF'UT
I t'~PUT P':: 3 )
P~~ I t~T II INPUT U1 (.J) (Kt'1/SEC) FOF.: ..1= ...; J
INPUT U1(3)
PF.: I t'~T II I t'~F'UT
INPUT U2(3)
PR I NT II I t·4PUT U:;: (J) (SEC OF DEC./IT'F.:) FOF.: J= II .; .J
INPUT U3(J)
t'~E:=<T .J
GOTO 77

-
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PLEASE SHARE!

The following references were omitted from Dr.
Mallon's feature article in the last issue (V. 9, No.4).

All interested people are invited to send their
favorite junior or senior high planetarium lesson to the
address below for use in this section. It is recommended
that you use the following format in your submission:

Bishop, Jeanne E., "Serving the School in Which the
Planetarium is Located," Planetarian 8, No.3, 14
(1970).
Fraknoi, Andrew. "A Bibliography of Interdisciplinary
Approaches to Astronomy," Planetarian 9, No.1,
6-9 (1980).
Mallon, Gerald L., "Student Achievement and Attitudes
in Astronomy: An Experimental Study of the
Effectiveness
of a Traditional 'Star Show'
Planetarium Program and a 'Participatory Oriented
Planetarium'
Program."
Doctoral
disserta tion,
Temple University, 1980. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 1980, 41, 8014546.

Title:
Purpose:
Materials:
Preparation:
Behavioral Objectives:
Presentation:
Please send lesson plans to:
Dr. Gerald L. Mallon, Director
Methacton S. D. Planetarium
Arcola Junior High School
Eagleville Road
Norristown, PA 19401
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WBAT'SNEW
•••••••••••••••••••
Janae. Bro..vn

Loch Ness Monster Productions has announced its
fourth "Music Back-Pack." It was recorded in January
through April of 1979 and includes a Rhodes Electric
Piano, processed 12-string guitar and many new effects.
Besides GEODESIUM, the record, all the music is
provided on cassette or reel-to-reel, as the buyer wants. It
can be recorded in Dolby or without, in mono or stereo
and in any of three speeds or track format. Prices:
GEODESIUM-$5.99, Back-Pack #'s 1-4-$20 plus tape
cost. Loch Ness Monster Productions can be contacted at
Post Office Box 3023, Boulder, Colorado 80307.
Late word has just come in that the Sky-Skan
people are offering new products and shows for 1981.
New projectors such as a bolide, rotating Saturn, moire
projector, and a 15-to-1 carousel zoom highlight their
special effects list. A new X- Y axis mirror slew also
debuts with a neat controller for easy movement of
images. They are also offering sound effects which have
been composed for them by John Seerie. And finally,
they are also offering, for the first time in their history,
four new shows entitled "Sky Skanning." These seasonal
constellation/current event shows utilize effects that most
of us have, all of which, though, are available from them.
If you haven't received their new catalog for 1981, you
can write or call them: Sky-Skan, Inc., 7350 Dryer Road,
Victor, New York 14564;telephone, 716-924-7355.
From Science Graphics "New Product News" comes
an announcement of "Astro-geology" slides. This
Planetary Geology series is made up of 1) Comparative
Planetary Landforms, and 2) Mars. They are also
releasirig slides of Mt. St. Helens that were taken by the
U. S. Geological Survey and NASA. Ordering Address:
Science Graphics, Post Office Box 17871, Tucson, AZ
85731. The Comparative Planetary Landforms' Set is
priced at $32.40, and includes 24 slides. The Mars set
includes 39 slides and sells for $52.65 while the Mt. St.
Helens 16 slides are $21.60.
Creatron, Inc. is offering an aid for all of us who
find it hard to produce nice visuals without the use of a
large staff. Their all new GRAPHIC SLIDE COMPOSER
Model 1224 is " . . . the missing link between Light
Box and Program." Sold at $450, this unit is capable of
doing titles, neons, glows, star effects, multi-exposure
graphics, rotoscope graphics and pin registration. Fur use
as a copy camera, a camera rail is needed, priced at $90.
The optical/illumination system consists of a 300 watt
quartz, an ELH lamp, a Dichroic mirror which protects
slides from heat, front surface mirrors, a washable
glare-free rear projection screen, and a 3" f3. 5 lens with
rack focus. The unit can be used for slide viewing and
editing, copying slides, montage and superimposition,
multi-image, animation, filmstrips, and many other uses.
Contact the company at 504 Cherry Lane, Floral Park,
NY 11011 or call toll-free 800-645-8030 outside New
York.
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For those of you who are into microcomputers,
Opportunities for Learning, Inc. has a catalog for you.
"Selected Microcomputer Software 1980-81" is a listing
of programs available for the Apple, Pet, and TRS-80
computers. Areas covered are: Computer Awareness,
Programming, Mixed Programs, Math, Math Uses, Science,
Social Studies, Language Arts, Foreign Language,
Teacher/Administrators, Games, and Music/Art. Other
catalogs available: Selected Materials for Special Students,
Selected Materials for Social Studies, and Selected
Materials for Reading and Language. All catalogs are free
and can be obtained by writing the company at 8950
Lurline Avenue, Dept. 23zv, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
By the way, if you have something that you have
reviewed, or would like me to review for this column,
please contact me at Norword City School's Planetarium
2020 Sherman Avenue, Norwood, OH 45212, phone
513-731-7600. Here is one such review:

BIRTH OF A BETTER PROJECTOR
A COMPARISON OF THE SINGER CARAMATE
WITH THE KODAK EKTAGRAPHIC
Mark E. Perkins
Gary E. Tomlinson
Chaffee Planetarium
233 Washington SE
Grand Rapids, M I 49503

Just when you think you've got everything figured
out, know where you're going, and how to do it,
someone comes along and invents something new. In this
case, this new arrival is both better and cheaper-a rare
combination these days. The new baby on the scene is
the SINGER CARAMATE 3100 slide projector. Until
recently, we used the old standard Ektagraphic AF-2
projectors in our planetarium. We wnnted to install a
changeable panorama system, but were leery of the slide
registration that Kodak had to offer. Then along came
Singer and its unique slide registration system. The
Caramate has a pair of levers that provides for exact
registration. One lever pushes the slide against a stop and
the other positions the slide horizontally. We tested a
Kodak Ektagraphic and a Singer Caramate side by side for
slide registration. While the Ektagraphic was not off by
much the Caramate was noticeably better. In fact, we
could~'t tell of any change in registration with the
Caramate.
We also tested the optical system of the Caramate
and the Ektagraphic side by side and what we discovered
was very interesting. Not only was the color more vivid
(the Ektagraphic had a green cast while the Caramate did
not), not only was the resolution superior over the whole
field, but the brightness of the Caramate was more

uniform than the Ektagraphic. This difference was quite
noticeable in real life. One of the main reasons for this
difference is the Caramate's unique optical system.
Instead of using heat absorbing glass (and therefore
reducing the brightness), Singer uses a dichroic mirror to
reflect the visible light and absorb the heat (see diagram).
This method greatly improves the optics of the projector
and aids in yet another advantage.
The Caramate has the lamp change access in the
back of the projector rather than the bottom-i.e., no
more picking up the projector to change lamps (see
photo). You don't have to realign the projector each time
you change lamps. This is especially convenient for
Multi-image shows and Planetariums.
Some of the other advantages of the Caramate is
that it accepts the standard carousel trays, uses the
standard seven pin sockets and therefore is suitable to use
with most of the dissolve systems, has electronic remote
control that can't cause an accidental reversal of the slide
tray a solid state voltage regulator for long lamp life, and
a hi-Io lamp setting. In addition, the Caramate boasts a
long life, 2,000 hour motor that is thermally protected,
and it operates the cooling fan with only one belt.
The one disadvantage of the Singer may also be an
advantage. Since the Caramate is both heavier and larger
than the Kodak Ektagraphic, a person may have trouble
squeezing the Caramate into his system. However, since it
is larger (see Table 1), the projector runs cooler, thereby
increasing motor and lamp life and making servicing
easier. The only other disadvantage of the Singer is that,
compared to Kodak, it is noisier.
Over all, we think the Caramate is a much superior
projector and we haven't even mentioned the retractable
cord or the dark shutter (i.e., no more Z slides). Of
course, the new Ektagraphics also have a dark shutter;
however, the Caramate costs $4 less (see Table 1). Singer
even has a toll-free number you can call for further
information:
1-800-828-6107
(in
New
York
1-800-462-6409). As things stand now, we will not be
buying Ektagraphics any more.
TABLE 1
Weight
(lbs.)

Projector
Kodak AF-2
Caramate 3130-L

10.S

14.5

Dimensions
(inches)

Suggested Retail
Price (1979)
(without lens)

10.75x4x11.375
13.6xS.6x13

Figure 1:

The Singer Caramate

Figure 2: Size comparison of the Kodak Ektagraphic and the
Singer Caramate. Two of the four sides of the projectors
are lined up showing the larger size of the Singer. Also
both lenses are focused for the same distance, therefore,
with the lens in place, the Singer is actually shorter.

$329.50
$32S.S0

To Lens
Condenser

Dichroic Mirror

Lamp

Figure 3:

The Singer Dichroic Mirror Assembly
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Conducted by
RONALD N. HARTMAN

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THREE NEW STAR SHOWS FROM THE HANSEN PLANETARIUM
Lissa Hepner
Program Distribution Manager

Hansen Planetarium
75 South State Street
Salt Lake City, UT 8477 7
The Hansen Planetarium's new star program on
Mesoamerican archae astronomy, "Sky watchers of Ancient
Mexico," is now in distribution. This program is free to
anyone who orders it, due to a generous grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities-planetariums
keep the show packages for use in their own productions,
so copying is not necessary. Packages include audio tapes,
script/production
booklet,
and 206 color slides.
Planetariums that have not yet ordered this show may do
so by writing to us, care of "Sky watchers of Ancient
Mexico," for an order form; there will be no wait for the
program once we have received the completed form.
Our update to the previously distributed "The
Legacy" has a new title, "To Worlds Unknown,"
necessitated by the large amount of Voyager material that
has been incorporated into the show. We had originally
intended this to be a "retrofit," but it has evolved into a
completely new production for us, and the distribution
packages will also be entirely revamped. Due to in-house

scheduling, we now anticipate that the distribution
programs will be ready during the summer, and expect to
send them to non-school planetariums, i.e., those that
remain open during the summer, as soon as they are
finished. Any planetariums that prefer not to receive the
show until September may request the later shipment.
Finally, the Hansen Planetarium will make available
for sale this fall "Planets of Doom" (working title), a star
program on the "Jupiter Effect." This will be offered as
both a full-length program and a mini-show, and the
materials will reach planetariums no later than the first of
December this year, to allow for post-Christmas show
installation. Interested planetariums should contact us as
soon as possible for further details.

NAME THAT PLANET: A WILD AND CRAZY INTRODUCTION TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Roger Grossenbacher

Peters Planetarium
Lancaster High School
737 2 Granville Pike
Lancaster, Ohio 43730
The following script was designed to meet several goals: to be entertaining for audiences ranging from sixth grade
through adult; to include as much up-to-date information on the planets as a half-hour show would allow; to correct
certain common misconceptions about solar system objects, and it was to be reasonably simple to produce and present.
If your school or establishment can tap as much local acting talent as ours, you'll have no trouble getting the
program recorded. Only five (5) readers are needed if one or two take double roles, changing their voices accordingly. The
applause and laugh track can be dubbed in later using any good sound-effects record. A t two places in the script, italics
indicate names of strictly local significance. Simply replace these with your own choice of names to give your
presentation a local flavor.
Fifty-nine slides and at least two projectors are required for this program. Nineteen of the slides are planet pictures
that most planetariums should already have on hand. The rest of the slides are not hard to draw up and photograph. The
game board can be made by ruling up a large tic-tac-toe board and a set of movable X's, 0 's and category labels. The
author can supply a limited number of sets of unmounted Kodalith slides at 50 cents a slide.
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COMMENTARY

COMMENTARY

Announcer

This is"WLAN, Lan,caster, Channet99, c,oming, to~yotJfrom ou"r rtudios in
downtQwn DumvntlJille. The time is 7:30. (Tone, followed by snappy
intromusic)

Title slide (1) polarized
to blink on and off

Don Woodward:
(enthusiastically)

From Hollywood, it's the interplanetary game of strategy, knowledge,
and fun! It's the new Name That Planet Show featuring the special
Match Those Moons Jackpot! And now here's our host, Twink
Martingale! (Audience applause over music)

Slide of Twink's name (2)

Twink:

Thank you, Don! Hi, everybody! Thank you! (Applause) Hey, welcome!
Thank you so much. Welcome to Name That Planet everybody.
Delighted to have you with us! Let's meet the players on this particular
show. We have a champion and a contender ready to get underway. Here
they are-

Don:

OK, Twink, here's our current champion who's accumulated $3100 in
winnings, meet Dennis Hemp from Punxatawny, Pennsylvania (Applause)
and now let's welcome a lady lumberjack from Arizona whose interests
include burling, crocheting, and men. Meet Loretta Biceps! (Applause)

Twink:

Hi, Dennis! Welcome back. $3,100. That's not a bad beginning at all.

Dennis:

That's a good one!

Twink:

Let's see, Dennis, you mentioned last week that you sell dynamite, is
that right?

Dennis:

Right, Twink. Hey, ask me, "How's business?" Twink.

Twink:

All right. How's business, Dennis?

Dennis:

Business is
audience)

Twink:

Oh, wow! You really got me on that one, you devil, you! I see your
wife is out in the audience today. We hope she brings you good luck.
OK, now, Loretta, welcome back. We just introduced you yesterday but
ran out of time before we could start a game. How are you today,
Loretta?

Loretta:

I'm fine, thanks.

Twink:

A lady lumberjack, hmmm? Gee, that's pretty unusual. Do you have any
boyfriends out in the woods, Loretta?

Loretta:

Oh, yeah, one at a time. (laughs from audience) but I don't work in the
woods-I work in the Petrified Forest.

Twink:

The Petrified Forest, eh? But I thought those trees have turned to stone.
How can a lumberjack get along there.'?

Loretta:

Well, Twink, you gotta
laughs)

Twink:

Wow!

Loretta:

Oh, yes. My uncle Clyde is here from Pismo Beach and there's good old
Jerry.

Twink:

Jerry, hub? Who's Jerry?

Loretta:

He's our mascot out in the Petrified Forest. He's a petrified beaver!

Twink:

Far out, Loretta! If you didn't have such big muscles, I'd say you're
putting me on! OK, you two, shake hands and come out fightin'

Dennis:

OW!!

Twink:

Easy, Loretta, don't break his hand! Our game will get underway right
after this commercial message.

Deep Voice:

Do you believe in UFO's, ESP, intelligent planets, and astrology? Do you
believe the Earth is flat? Do you believe the Amityville Horror is a true
story? Then here's the magazine you've been waiting for-an exciting
new concept in periodicals-it's SUCKER magazine! Sucker's first issue
has something for all you gullible folks. Now you can get the best in
unbelievable articles every month delivered to your door-with full color
spreads and interviews with world famous kooks, cranks, and crackpots!
Sucker magazine is just for you. Subscribe now and get our bonus
gifts-a genuine gold brick and clear title to the Brooklyn Bridge!
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Remember Sucker magazine-our motto is) "There's a customer born
every minute." How can you go wrong? Just sen.a.$29~95toda.y. Sucker,
Box 33, Pleasantville, Ohio, for six (6) big issues! (jazzy theme music)
Slide of game board (5)

Slide. oLMercury (.6)

Slide (7) showing one X

Slide (8) showing one 0

Slide (9) of Jupiter

Slide (10) with two X's

Twink:

All right. If you're all set, let's play the game. Here are the categories:
Cloudy Planets, Ringed planets, Musical Planets, Cratered Planets, Moons,
and Comets. Went through those in a hurry, didn't I? Dennis, see how
fast you can go th rough these.

Dennis:

Well, I think I'll go for the lower left, Cratered Planets.

Twink:

OK. X goes first. You're our champion, you pick first and you select
Cratered Planets. Here's your question. Which planet has the most craters?

Dennis:

Mercury!

Twink:

Right! Good for an X and $200 in the pot. Good beginning, Dennis.
OK, Loretta, your first shot at the board. What category would you
like?

Loretta:

I'll take musical planets.

Twink:

Musical planets it is. Listen to this song and tell me the name of the
planet that we've left out (Aquarius lyrics: "When the moon is in the
seventh house and Jupiter aligns with . . . ") Now what's that planet's
name in the song lyric, Loretta?

Loretta:

That would be Mars.

Twink:

Right! (Pause for applause) That's good for an 0 in the corner. Now
back to our champ. What'li it be this time, Dennis?

Dennis:

How about the upper left hand corner, Cloudy Planets?

Twink:

OK-here's your question-look at this picture of a cloudy planet and
name that planet!

Dennis:

Oh, that's Jupiter!

Twink:

Right! For another $200 in the pot. (Applause)

Dennis:

That was easy!

Twink:

Was that easy? They'll get harder, just hang on! OK, Loretta, your turn
to choose.

Loretta:

No question. I've got to take asteroids for a block.

Twink:

Yes, go for a block. Here it is. Most of the asteroids lie between the
orbits of two planets. Name those two planets!

Loretta:

Uh-Iet's see-that would be Mars and uh- Jupiter.

Twink:

Right, good for a block. (Applause) Put it up there!

Loretta:

Whee!,

Twink:

Now then, Dennis, which square will you choose?

Dennis:

I'll try-Bode's Law in the middle.

Twink:

By the way, the middle square is always a little harder and worth $300
to the pot. Here's your question. Who discovered Bode's Law and when
to within 10 years? I'm gonna letcha think about that. (Musical
interlude) Who discovered Bode's Law?

Dennis:

Johann Bode discovered it in 1750. (Buzz!)

Twink:

Oh, I'm sorry, Dennis. Bode's Law was really discovered by Titus of
Wittenberg in 1766. That was a toughie, wasn't it? You were pretty
close on the date too. OK, here's your opportunity, Loretta. Where ya
gonna move this time?

Loretta:

Let's try-mythological planets.

Twink:

You got it! Now let's see if you can get it. This planet was named for
the god of the sea. Name that planet!

Loretta:

Neptune.

Twink:

Right! (Loretta screams!) Now we have $1,000 in the pot and let's move
the categories around. (Music) Now then, Dennis-looks like you have
your work cut out for you. What'll it be this time?

Orrery on
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Dennis:

Oh-I have to go with comets for a block.

Twink:

Comets-right! Here's your question. Here are the names of three
comets. Tell me which one orbits the sun the quickest. Would it be
Encke's Comet, Hailey's Comet, or Comet Kohoutek?

Dennis:

I think it's Encke's Comet.

Twink:

That's right, Dennis! You've got your block. You really must know your
comets, fella!

Dennis:

Well, I know 'em better'n you, Twink. It's not Hailey's Comet. It's
Hailey'S Comet. Bill Hailey had a rock and roll band called the Comets.
Edmund Halley was the astronomer!

Twink:

Son of a gun, I always thought it was Hailey's Comet. Thanks for
straightening me out, Dennis! That was also good for another $200 in
the pot. Very good. Stay with us, Dennis and Loretta. We'll be right
back after a commercial message. Don't go way! (jazzy theme music)

Slide (16) of name of
"Prep. A"

Deep Voice:

Name That Planet is brought to you tonight in part by the makers of
Preparation "A." Are you bothered by the discomfort and irritation of
swollen adenoidal tissues? Then try Preparation A, the strongest
medicine for the relief of adenoidal pain available without a prescription.
Try it in either the tablet or powder form. Just pop a pill or sniff the
powder up your nose for fast, fast relief. Remember, that's Preparation
A. (More music)

Slide (17) of Velcro ware
name.
Slide (18) of food on dish

Don

Each of our contestants tonight will receive this set of Velcroware space
dishes. The little shaggy hooked rug on the bottom of each piece of
Velcroware holds your food firmly in place for carefree, weightless
dining. No more ice cream floating aroudn the space ship. No more
getting carrots in your ears. It's Velcroware-the only dish to travel to
Mars with the astronauts! (Theme music)

Twink

And we have a red hot game goin' here between two excellent players:
Dennis and Loretta. There's currently $1,300 at stake, goin' up with
every answer. Loretta, which square will it be next?

Loretta

Tee -nee . .I witLtry the lower right corner, Ringed J?lanets!

Twink

OK. This is the big one-if you get it right, you'll be our new champion
and you'll win, let's see now, a total of $1,500. Are you ready, Loretta?

Loretta

I think so! (nervous giggle)

Twink

Here's your question on Ringed Planets. Look at this picture carefully
and Name That Planet!

Loretta

That's Saturn! (Buzz! Audience goes 'Awww.")

Twink

No, it's not Saturn. I'm sorry, Loretta, but that's Uranus, showing the
rings discovered in 1977. Nice try anyway. OK, Dennis, let's shuffle the
categories once more and see how they come up. (Snappy music)
Dennis, this could be it. You can win with one correct answer. You've
defeated one opponent. As you know, on this show if you defeat four
more opponents, you're gonna win a very special movin' prize. Don,
what is it?
{very fast, yelling} It's a brand new car! An elegant new 1999 Stanley
Steamer, complete with a year's supply of Ohio coal! The Stanley
Steamer is the only car in the world that can guarantee 10 miles to the
pound of coal.
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Dennis

(loudly) Yippee!

Twink

Now, Dennis, what'll it be?

Slide (20) again

Dennis

No question. I've got to take moons in the lower right corner for a win.

Slide (22) of green
"$4,600"

Twink

If you answer the question on moons correctly, you'll pick up $1,500
added to your prior winnings for a nice round sum of $4,600. Here's
your question-for all the marbles-this planet's first and only known
moon was discovered in 1978. The moon's name is Chiron. Name That
Planet! (Pause) He's smiling and he hasn't answered yet.

Dennis

Pluto!

Twink

You got it for $4,6QO! (Audience applause)

Dennis

All right! Whooo!

Twink

Congratulations! Gee, that was a good game! Excellent game. Diagonally,
3 "X's" meaning a grand total of $4,600. Is that grand, huh?

Slide (23) of three
"X's"
Slide (22) again

Dennis
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Dennis

That s very grand!

Twink

And of course, you get the opportunity now to Match Those Moons in
our bonus game. So Dennis, just stand by. If ya can wait just a moment
we'll get to that bit of business. loretta, you rascal you! Aha, hah! You
played a good game but he knocked you out of the bqx with that last
question when he really did name that planet. However, we got a coupl e
nice parting gifts for you. What are they, Don?

Don

Twink, our consolation prizes today include first, an all-ex pense-paid
weekend for two to beautiful downtawn Dumontville, ,plus dining and
dancing in the aromatic atmosphere of the Fairfield Union High, School
Gymnasium! And just for you, Loretta-a brand new chainsaw, wHit a
20" self-sharpening blade and chainbreak safety handle!

Twink

Loretta, we enjoyed having you on the show.

Loretta

I had a great time! I think I gave him a run for his money.

Twink

You sure did, you really did. It was a good game, wouldn't you say
audience? (Applause) When you get back to the Petrified Forest, tell all
those lumberjacks we said hello, will ya?

Loretta

I'll do that.

Twink

Thank you, Loretta. It's been nice meeting you, right, everybody?
(Applause) All right, Dennis, if you're ready, come on over! Very good
job-very well-played game. Scary but fun, huh?

Dennis

Right!

Slide (24) of game name
Slide (25) of Moon Wheel

Twink

Dennis, it's time to Match Those Moons for a whole lot of extra prizes.
You struck out last game but better luck this time. Here's our Mystery
Moon Wheel with numbers form 1 to 9. Behind each number is the
name of a planet-if that planet has no moons, you loose. If it has
moons you can continue. I'll read you a list of four moons and four
planets and all you have to do is match them up! OK? As you know
there are only two planets that have no moons-that would be Venus
and Mercury, so you've got to watch out for those two! When you
correctly match up the moons with their pi:anets, Don Woodward, what
have you got for this young man?

Slide (26) of microwave
Slide (27) of blender
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Don

Well, Dennis, this time it's Name That Planet's interplanetary dining
package. First for simple snacks or gourmet meals in orbit it's a
microwave oven and you'll be acreativecook with this zero-g blender and
food preparer. For re-hydrating, mixing, and heating, this little gem can
do it all! And next, for elegant dining aboard ship, it's a full set of
plastic water bottles with decorator nozzles. Just a squeeze will squirt
your favorite legal beverage down your gullet. Guaranteed not to
discolor everiifyou drink Klingon Joy Juice!

Twink

OK, let's Match Those Moons! What's gonna be your first number this
time, Dennis?

Dennis

Number 2.

Twink

Number 2? Little deuce. What do we find behind number 2? It's
Neptune! Of course, Neptune has moons-two of 'em in fact. So, are
you ready to Match Those Moons?

Dennis

Sure, Shoot the moons to me, Twink!

Twink

listen carefully-here are the four moons: Phobos, 10, Titan, and Triton,
and here are the planets all out of order: Saturn, Mars, Neptune, and
Jupiter. Now match 'em up! (Brief theme music)

Dennis

Uh-Iet's see-Phobos is Mars, 10 is Jupiter, Titan is Saturn, and -Triton
is Neptune.

Twink

That's right! Great going, Dennis. You're a double winner tonight. Folks,
stay tuned, we'll be back with a new challenger right after this message.

Deep Voice

A Friendly Warning to All Future Space Travellers! Can you be sure
your stomach won't do a slow roll the first time you fly in space?
There's nothing worse than weightless indi-gestion! Tossing your cookies
in the space station can make you very unpopUlar with your fellow
space travellers! So, the next flight you take, be sure to carry Aunt
Lena's Space Sickness Pills. Travel-tested safe throughout the solar
system. Remember, three generations of astronauts' moms have packed
Aunt Lena's little pills in their boys' lunch boxes. Aunt Lena's-they're
really that good! (Theme music)

Twink

OK, Don, who's our next challenger?
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Don

Twink, let's welcome a grandmother whose iriter:ests are lapidary,
leopards, and lepidoptery. Meet Maudie Moth from Monterey, California!
(Applause)

Twink

Hi, Maudie, and welcome to Name That Planet. Nice to have you. How
are you?

Maud

I'm fine, thankee. (voice like Jonathan Winter's Maud Frikert)

Twink

I was just listening to
lepidoptery, Maudie?

Maud

Oh, just call me Maud, please! Lepidoptery is the study of butterHies
and moths.

Twink

Oh, wow! How appropriate for somebody named Moth! But how did
you get interested in such a hobby?

Maud

Well, ya see Twink,'way back before I married the late Mr. Moth (God
love him), I used to be a social butterfly, so it really came very easy for
me!

Twink

All right, great! Now, Maud, tell me, are you ready to play Name That
Planet?

Maud

You bet your sweet face I'm ready, honey!

Twink

OK, then here are the new categories: Arty Planets, Asteroids, Giant
Planets, Moons, Rocky Planets, Planetary Probes, Wierd Planets,
Moonless Planets, and Musical Planets. Our champ has the X's and he
picks first. What'li it be, Dennis?

Dennis

I'll take Musical Planets in the bottom right corner.

Twink

Listen carefully, now to this song named after a planet. I don't want
you to tell me the planet'S name, but tell me who is singing the'song.
(music-"Venus," oldie)

Dennis

That's Frankie Avalon!

Twink

Right-for a big X on the board, and $200 in the pot! Now, Maud, you
sweet old thing, step up here and tell us what category you'd like to
start with.

Maud

Well, I like weird things so I'll take weird planets in the bottom left.

Twink

Weird Planets, it is! Here's your question-of all the planets, the one that
rotates slowest also rotates in the reverse direction from seven others.
Name That Planet!

Maud

Oh, my land! Let's see now. OH-that must be Venus.

Twink

Venus is exactly right and you have an 0 up on the board, Maud! Good
start! Now, Dennis, what next?

Dennis

I'll try rocky planets in the middle.

Twink

OK-This is a little harder question so think carefully. Look at this
picture and tell me what you're looking at and on what rocky planet it
is found.

Dennis

That's a big mountain on Mars!

Twink

Right! (hesitates briefly) Is that correct?

Nasal Voice

More information, Ywink.

Twink

I'm sorry. More information.

Dennis

Uh-that's a giant volcano on Mars.

Nasal Voice

We can take it, Twink.

Twink

That's right, Dennis! (Applause) This is the Martian volcano known as
Olympus Mons, bigger than the entire state of Ohio, and 15 miles high!
Nice goin! Now-Maud, what square do you choose?

Slide (38) of game board

Maud

I don't know what it is but I'll take Arty Planets or that young
wh ippersnapper will win!

Slide (39) of Goya painting

Twin,\(

Good thinking, good thinking! Here's a painting by the famous Spanish
artist Goya. Tell me which mythical planetary figure is being portrayed in
this picture?
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Maud

Oh! That's an ugly picture! Disgusting! Repulsive!

Twink

I know it's ugly, Maud, but who is it?

Maud

It's Saturn!

Twink

That's right! (applause) Saturn devouring a son by Goya. That's good for
an 0 in the corner for a block! Well, Dennis, she just cut you off at the
pass. Now what?

Dennis

Now I've got to take Moons to block her!

Twink

Right. Moons it is. Here's your question. Study this picture carefully and
tell me what moon of what planet you're looking at.

Dennis

Oh. (Pause) That's 10, a moon of Jupiter.

Twink

You're right! (applause) A weird moon indeed, covered with active
volcanoes and sulfur. Some astronmers suggest it resembles a giant pizza.
What do you think, Maud?

Maud

I think it's ugly enough
now, Twink?

Twink

You sure can!

Maud

Give me planetary probes in the right corner to block Dennis.

to be a pizza, yes! Can I choose my square

Twink

All right-here's your question. Look carefully at this picture of the
plaque attached to one of America's space probes and tell me which
probe carried it to Jupiter and beyond.

Maud

Oh, my stars! Look at that young couple! I thought this was a family
show! That's shocking!

Twink

I know it's shocking, Maud. But what's the space probe?

Maud

Well, it's either Pioneer 10 or Pioneer 11, but I don't know which one.

Twink

Maud, you're right! (Applause) The plaque is on both of the Pioneers.
Pioneer 11 passed Saturn in 1979 and it will leave the solar system by
1989, heading for the stars.

Maud

Just think of that! Now we're sending smut to the stars! Shame on us!

Twink

Now, Maud, don't work yourself into a tizzie! Congratulations by the
way on getting a block. We've built up a total of $1,300 already this
game.

Maud

Wonderful, but why do I keep getting all the raunchy questions?

Twink

They're not raunchy, Maud. Haven't you heard that evil is all in the
mind of the beholder? Ha, hal Well, Dennis, you've been foiled again!
We're gonna juggle the categories around and I'd like you to choose your
next square. (snappy music)

Dennis

Planetary Probes sounds OK.

Twiok

Probes again? Fine. Look at this picture and name the robot probe that
took it in 1976.

Dennis

Viking!

Twink

Absolutely! (applause) Viking took this view of the red planet Mars'
rocky desert. No clouds in the pink sky. Looks like a great place to go
to get a tan, right, Maud?

Maud

It is if you like to freeze your fanny doing it! It's cold .up there!

Twink

How-cold is it, Maud?

Maud

Oh my. It could be 40 below zero even in the daytime!

Twink

Wow! That is cold! Is that degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius?

Maud

It doesn't matter, Twin~,you clod you! At 40 below, both scales give the
same:temperature reading.

Twink

Amazing! Maud, you're full of facts today, aren't you? Now what square
do you wish to try?

Maud

Giant Planets, please.
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Twink

All right. This is the bt~ pne, Maud. If you answer it correctly, it's a tie
game, but if you miss, it still give's Dennis a chance for a win and he'd
be one step closer to that new car. Here it is.' Three of th\e four giant,
planets have rings. Name the giant planet with no known rings!

Maud

Oh! (pause) Oh! Pluto! (Buzz! Audience-"Aww.")

Twink

Oh, I'm sorry, Maud. It's Neptune. Pluto is too small to be a giant
planet. Here are the giant ,planets with rings: Saturn, Uranus, and finally,
Jupiter whose 'skinny ring was discovered in 1979 by the Voyager probe.
Now the~, Dennis, we'll mix up the categories one more time. (snappy
music) Here they are, Just what will you choose?

Dennis

Weird planets-let's go for it all!

Twink

Dennis, listen carefully. If you answer correctly, you'll be $1,500 richer.
What planet is now the second farthest planet from the sun?

Dennis

Oh-oh-oh! It's Neptune. (Buzz!)

Twink

Oh, no it's not Neptune, Dennis! It's Pluto! From 1979 to 1999
Neptune is actually the farthest planet from the sun because Pluto's
lop-sided orbit crosses inside Neptune's. Gosh! Two misses in a row! I
gues, it's been a long night. Maybe your nerves are shot! Well, Maud,
you have one more chance. What's your square?

Slide (52) again

Maud

Bring on the weirdos, Twink,honey!

Slide (54) of Earth

Twink

Right. For a tie game-two-thirds of this weird planet's surface is covered
with di-hydrogen oxide. Name this planet!

Maud

Earth! That's the Earth!

Twink

That's right! And we have a tie game! (applause) Nice going, Maud! You
held your own againsta tough competitor. I suppose you knew that this
was a trick question. Di-hydrogen oxide is really a fancy chemist's
description for water! And waterisrealJy whatinakes tafth,'so 'weird.
No
other planet has any liquid water on it.
By golly, that was a really good game, you two! That's all the time we
have for tonight. We.'11 look forward to seeing you both right here
tomorrow night for another exciting round of "Name That Planet," and
we hope to see all you fol ks out there in television land again, too.
S~me time, same channel. Good night, everybody! (theme music)

Announcer (very fast)

Name That Planet has been brought to you in part by Pottway, makers
of the revolutionary 5519 thermonuclear home-protection system. The
SS19 keeps a radioactive eye constantly on your home. Whenever this
little electronic wonder detects any sigh of unauthorized entry, night or
day, it automatically sets off a five megaton nuclear device strategically
located in your broom closet, instantly incapactitating the intruder and
alerting your entire neighborhood to the situation.
The SS19-don't be without one in this insecure time. The 5S19 is
overwhelmingly approved by astronomers, who agree that 'it is vastly
superior to security lights. Here's I what Dr. Allan Sandage, star
astronomer at Mt. Palomar Observatory, has to say: "The SS19 not only
cuts down on crimei' it also helps control the insidious onslaught of
light pollution. If everybody in California put up a security light, the sky
at our observatory would be so bright we couldn't see the stars. Thanks,
Pottway, for a real innovation in home security!"
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And thanks to you, Allan, for the kind words! Remember, folks, for real
security, don't light up their way, blow 'em away with Pottway's SS19,
the original thermonuclear home protection system. (more theme music)
Slide (59). of airline name
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MOVING?
0000

Contestants for tonight's show were flown to Hollywood by Dodo
Airlines. Dodo Airlines is still the safest airline in the world-because our
planes never leave the ground!
(Still more theme music)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS, missed issues, and circulation
problems should be addressed to Walt Tenschert, Thomas
Jefferson High School, 6560 Braddock Road, Alexandria,
VA 22312.
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AN ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM FOR A MEDIUM-SIZED REGIONAL PLANETARIUM
R. Erik Zimmermann, Director
Robert J. Novins Planetarium
Ocean County College
Toms River, NJ 08753
(Editor's Note: Mr. Zimmermann notes that there are
many fine points which he left out of the following
article. Anyone wishing to try such a program of which
he writes should contact him for more detailed
information. Any word from someone who has already
tried this sort of thing on a comparable scale would also
be welcome. As he puts it, "I'm by no means convinced
that ours is the best possible way of doing it. But, it's
one way, and it has worked very well. ")
In September 1974, the Robert J. Novins
Planetarium began operations at Ocean County College.
The facility has a 40-foot dome and seats 117. As a
con~ition for its support of the project, the county
requlfed that a program be provided for the area schools.
It remained to be decided exactly what form that
program would take.
Ocean County College is located in Toms River on
the New Jersey shore, about fifty miles south of New
York City and fifty miles north of Atlantic City. The
county
population is currently around 330,000.
Immediately to the north is Monmouth County, with
approximately twice that popUlation: Although that
county was not considered in the original planning, about
twenty percent of our pupil visits come from Monmouth
County.
I was appointed Planetarium Director in April 1974.
At that time, members of the College administration
meeting with a committee of teachers from variou~
schools in the county, had already decided that the
school program would serve the elementary schools
primarily. The reason was partly that children in
elementary schools were all following more or less the
same curriculum, which would make the integration of
our program into their curriculum much easier. It was
also felt that it would be easier to create enthusiasm for
the subject among younger children. Finally, it appeared
that the elementary schools alone would occupy all
available planetarium time during the school year.
A common approach used by large- and
medium-sized planetariums is to offer a small number of
school lessons from which teachers may pick and choose.
A given class may come to the planetarium only once in
several years, while other classes from the same school
may come more often, or not at all. Instead of
duplicating this approach, we decided to offer a
continuing curriculum, in whch entire schools would be
enrolled, and in which every child in grades 1 through 6
would visit ~he planetarium about twice a year. In effect,
we were gomg to try to do, on a regional basis, what
single-district planetariums do on a local basis.
There were some initial problems. An early plan,
drawn up by the administration before my arrival is of
some interest. The day. was divided into variou; time
periods, with three periods per day allotted to school
lessons. One of these periods was in the late afternoon. It
was thought that the school lessons would be handled by
the automation while the Planetarium Director would be
working on production or administrative duties!
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Actually, some simple arithmetic would have shown
that if all public school districts in the county enrolled,
we would have had to do at least four lessons a day on
every available school day of the year to accommodate
everyone. The bulk of these lessons would have to be
completed between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. to meet bus
schedules and school hours. And if there were any
automation systems in 1974 (or now!) reliable enough to
be left unattended for entire lessons on such a schedule
ours was certainly not one of them. Nor would it b~
appropriate to operate that way even if it were. (Warning
to new planetarium directors: watch your administrators
carefully. They don't know what they are doing!)
Fortunately, these problems were resolved fairly easily.
As a starting point, we considered a curriculum that
had been published by Spitz Space Systems, Inc., that of
the Rochester, Minnesota, school district. However, what
worked for them would not necessarily work for us, since
our circumstances were very different. We therefore
modified that curriculum, basing our changes on
suggestions from our advisory committee, from other
planetariums, and from our own experience with our first
participants. As a result, the program evolved drastically
during the first year or two, and slowly thereafter.
The program consists of eleven lessons for grades 1
through 6. We have one lesson each for grades I and 2,
two lessons each for grades 3, 4, and 6, and three lessons
for grade 5. In that respect, we have adhered to the
original plan, although the content of each lesson is rather
different from the original concept. With the enrollment
we have, it takes approximately three weeks to complete
each lesson, averaging sixteen sessions a week. (We try to
hold one day a week free for maintenance, special
programs, production, etc. Sometimes we succeed.) The
lessons are given to grades 5 and 2 in the fall, 3 and 4 in
the winter, and 6 and 1 in the spring. The interval
between the first and second grade lessons is thus about
five months, which is short enough for the retention to
be fairly good.
In support of the program, we provide manuals for
all the teachers in the program. These manuals are
updated with change pages every year, if necessary. The
manual for each grade contains an overview of the whole
program, a narrative description of the subject matter of
each lesson on that grade level, a set of preparatory
exercises for each lesson, a set of review questions for
each lesson, and a set of appendices. The appendices
include a vocabulary, a list of stars and constellations
used on each grade level, a guide to pronunciation of star
and constellation names, a table of planetary data, and a
bibliobraphy of resource materia1.
As further support for the teachers, we offer
in-service training sessions to interested schools, but only
a few have made use of this service so far. Because of the
huge number of classes enrolled, individual classroom
visits, or even individual school visits, are out of the
question; There are twenty-five elementary school districts
in Ocean County, of which more than twenty are usually

participating, and we typically have about th"irty schools
from outside the county public school system as well .
. Since we have only two people conducting our entire
school program, and since we must utilize almost every
available school day, we have to stay home and mind the
store during school hours.
The curticulumis so arranged that eV'ery major
conc'ept thai is introduced is :reinforced on at least one
subsequent visit. By the time the children complete sixth
grade, they will have been exposed to all the major
concepts at least twice, and the most important ones will
have been covered five or six times.
In the first grade, the children are introduced to the
basic motions of day and night, rotatiop of the Earth,
apparent daily motions in the sky, and the constellations
of the spring sky. In second grade, all of these topics are
reinforced, but the constellations are those of the autumn
sky. In addition, the motion of the Moon and the
physical nature of the Moon are introduced.
The first third-grade lesson presents the winter sky,
reinforces the concepts of lunar motion, and introduces
the seasonal changes in the sky and the apparent annual
motion of. the Sun. The second visit introduces the
motion and the nature of the planets, with emphasis on
the physical nature.
The first fourth-grade lesson repeats the material of
the second third-grade lesson, but the emphasisis more on
the motions of the planets. The seconq. lesson introduces
the physical nature of the stars, and the ideas of systems
of stars. This includes stellar distance scales.
In the fifth grade, the first lesson discusses proofs
that the Earth is round, and shows the effects of latitude
changes on the appearance and daily motion of the sky.
The second lesson shows the seasonal changes in the
Earth and the sky in more detail than was given in the
third grade. The final lesson reviews the physical
properties of the stars and outlines the life stories of the
stars.
The first sixth-grade lesson traces the history of
timekeeping and the calendar, and reviews the motion of
the Moon, as well as the apparent daily and annual
motions of the sky. The second lesson deals with
planetary motions, the physical nature of the planets, and
the Copernican revolution.
In all of these programs, we make heavy use of
audience response, partly for motivational purposes, and
partly to try to determine the degree of preparation of
the children, and how much they remember from earlier
visits. This is done even in fifth and sixth grades, where
we use large segments of recorded narrative, and major
special effects. In the teachers' manuals, we provide lists
of questions the children should be able to answer. Even
if the teachers do no more than prime the children for
those questions (and this must often be the case!), the
children must learn something from the experience.
The entire curriculum is outlined in Table I, and an
index of the important concepts appears in Table II.
This discussion would not be complete without
some mention of our administrative procedures, because
the program would not work without them.
We begin preparing for a given academic year almost
one year in advance. In October, we collect the
September 30 enrollments at each grade level from all
schools. We then compute cost estimates based on the
enrollment. Even though enrollments may change

TABLE I
OUTLINE OF THE CURRICULUM
Grade 1:
Introduction to the planetarium; the daytime
(the Sun as a star, rotation of the
setting); the night sky
of spring, apparent motions)
Grade 2:
Introduction to the planetarium; the daytime sky
(the Sun as a star, rotation of the
rising and
setting); the night sky (Moon, planets, constellations
of fall, apparent daily motions); motion and phases
of the Moon; physical nature of the Moon
Grade 3:
First lesson:
Rotation of the Earth; daily motion of the
Sun; winter constellations; motion and phases
of the Moon; apparent annual motion of the
Sun; the skies of winter and summer
Second lesson:
Introduction to the planets; planetary motion;
physical nature of the planets
Grade 4:
First lesson:
Annual motion of the Sun and planets; nature
of the planets; space travel
Second lesson:
The Sun as a star; nature of the stars
(distances, true brightnesses, temperatures and
sizes of stars); multiple stars; star
galaxies
Grade 5
First lesson:
Shape and size of the Earth; rotation of the
Earth (day and night, rising and setting,
circumpolar
the sky as seen from the
poles, the equator, and intermediate latitudes
Second lesson:
The day and night sky for each season;
apparent annual motion of the Sun; causes of
the seasons
Third lesson:
The Sun as a star; nature of the stars;
formation, life, and death of stars; origin and
future of the Sun and Earth.
Grade 6:
First lesson:
Daily motion of the Sun and stars-the,earliest
timekeeping; lunar motion and the lunar
calendar; apparent motion of the Sun and the
failure of the lunar calendar; the solar
calendar
Second lesson:
Early observations of the planets; theories and
observations-Ptolemy, Copernicus, Gallileo,
and Tycho; the nature of the planets
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TABLE II
MAJOR CONCE1pTS COVERED
AT EACH GRADE LEVEL
Grade Level
1 2 3 4 5 6
Concepts emphasized:
What we see in the sky
Rotation of the Earth
Apparent daily motion of the Sun
Apparent daily motion of the stars
Constellations
Motions and phases of the Moon
Apparent annual motion of the Sun
Seasonal changes in the sky
Origins of timekeeping and the calendar
Effects of latitude change; navigation
Motions of the
Space travel
Physical nature
Physical nature
Physical nature

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x x
x
x x
x
x x
x
x x
x x x

x x
x
x x x x
x
x x

x
x
x x

planets

x

x

of the Moon
of the planets
of the stars

Systems of stars:
multiple stars, clusters, galaxies
Life history of the stars

x

x x

x

x x
x

x

subsequently, we stay with the original cost figure so that
schools will have a firm figure for budgets. We do not
charge for teachers and other adults, but we ask that no
more than one extra adult accompany each class. In
November or December we send the cost figures to all
Ocean
County
public schools and solicit their
participation for the coming year. In March or April,

when most contracts are in, we calculate our remammg
space and offer it to private and parochial schools, and to
public schools outside the county (there is a 30 percent
surcharge
for out-of-county schools). Usually, by
midsummer, we are 80 to 90 percent booked for the
year.
In August, we send each school the dates and times
of its visits for the fall trimester (grades 5 and 2). These
must be acknowledged by a deadline in early September,
after which no changes are permitted. Similar procedures
are followed in December for the winter trimester (grades
3 and 4), and in March for the spring trimester (grades 6
and I). During the fall, the College bills the school
districts for their participation.
If a school cancels its participation after the
deadline, it is billed anyway. The same is true if a class
arrives too late to be served, and cannot ,be rescheduled.
Obviously, we make no charge if there are extenuating
circumstances, such as snow days, bus breakdown, or
unannounced state testing. In most cases, we-afe able to
reschedule, but we cannot glla ran tee to do so in all cases.
As a result of these policies, we have a negligible no-show
rate for our school program, which serves over 39,000
pupil-visits per year.
A word of caution is necessary for planetariums
interested in our approach. To handle the scheduling,
manual production, and salesmanship involved in the
program requires considerable high-quality secretarial
help-much more so than the conventional approach. Two
full-time people were bare minimum for our program.
Since recent College budget cuts reduced us to one person
full-time and one half-time, we are faced with
considerable difficulties. A further cut could threaten the
continued functioning of the program. It would be a
mistake for any planetarium to try such a program unless
such skilled support is assured. If it is, the results can be
highly rewarding.

Conducted by
Dave Aguilar

NOTE:

The Creative Corner page is being printed in the format of the Special Effects Handbook (soon to
be published)) so that you can xerox the page for insertion therein if you wish.
Pages from The Planetarian will be sequenced alphabetically so you may order them in future
handbook indices.
.,.
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COSMIC PATTERNS
Baby food jars can be used to produce an endless array of COSMIC PATTERNS that roll across the dome.
There are numerous
patterns which can be made on the jars. Decide on the pattern
you require then paint the jar solid flat black. When it is
dry, etch out a design using a sharpened nail. Masking tape
can also be used before painting the jar but make sure that the
paint is thoroughly dry before trying to strip the tape off.
To add color to the patterns, dip the lamp into transparent
paint (Edmund #71,067), wrap colored gel around the outside of
the baby food jar, or paint the designs themselves with various
transparent colors.
Shown in Figure 2 are some of the effective
patterns.
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Following is the first lesson plan~ offered as part of this section on Planetarium Usage for Secondary Students. This
excellent plan by Hu Harber of West Chester State College, P A, details a planetarium lesson built around the Voyage of
Magellan. The basics of this plan can also be adapted to other voyages and cultures. It is hoped that planetarium directors
interested in more fully developing their secondary programs can use this plan as a basis for discussion with their social
studies teachers.
Other planetarium directors with lesson plans for secondary students should submit their manuscripts to the
following address: (Please follow the recommended format .discussed in the last issue and demonstrated by this plan.)
Dr. Gerald L. Mallon, Director Methacton 3. D. Planetarium Arcola Junior High School
Eagleville Road Norristown, PA 19401

THE VOYAGE OF MAGELLAN

(A Planetarium Exercise)
Hubert Harber
West Chester State College Planetarium
West Chester, Pennsylvania
PURPOSE: To demonstrate how the exploration of the
earth was dependent on the explorers' ability to
safely navigate to distant places and return, and to
demonstrate the connection between navigation
and the understanding of the relationship between
the earth and the stars.
GRADE: World Cultures (Secondary)
BEHA VIORAL OBJECTIVES: By the end of the lesson,
the student should be able to:
1.
Construct a simple navigational instrument;
2.
Understand
the
relationship
between
latitude, elevation of the pole, and zenith
stars.
Understand why knowledge about the
3.
correct relationship between the earth and
the stars had to precede successful celestial
navigation.
MATE RIALS: 12 " ruler, popsicle stick, rubber band.

World culture classes may enjoy visiting a
planetarium and going through a simulation of the
different night skies that the sailors on Magellan's voyage
observed. Simple observations or measurements can be
conducted by various members of the .class to establish
the correct latitude at different points along the way. The
plan is to have the class divide into five groups. Each
group will do some research on a certain part of the trip,
and will have a reporter, to present a five-minute
summary of the main events for that segment of the
voyage. In addition to the reporter, each group will have
a navigator who will be responsible for telling the
planetarium operator when the correctla titude has been
reached.
The project starts with the planetarium lecturer
visiting the classroom to show the students how to make
a cross staff (see figure 1), explain longitude and latitude
on the earth, celestial sphere coordinates and the
relationship between latitude on the Earth and the
declination of the zenith point (see figure 2). The
planetarium lecturer will also explain the application of
the following "Rules of Navigation":
1.
The declination of the zenith point is equal
to the latitude of the observer.
2.
The altitude of a pole star is equal to the
latitude of the observer.

------- -- ---- -- -

~

--...

\2..

--...

FIG. 1
Figure 1:

Cross-staff made from 12-inch plastic ruler and popsicle stick.

NOTE:
Using a 2.5-inch section of popsicle stick produces an instrument that can read from 10 0 to 40 0 of altitude in our
planetarium (radius of the dome is 15 feet). Each navigator should calibrate his cross-staff in the planetarium,
standing at the spot from which he will make the measurement during the program. Such procedures will
automatically compensate for the parallax errorsof the "off-center" measurement.
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Figure 2:
The Earth globe and the celestial sphere model are
concentric. The declination of a zenith star is equal
to the latitude of the observer.

The class should then be divided into five groups
with each group responsible for the parts of the voyage as
summarized below:
Group I: This group will report on the previous voyages
of Magellan, especially the one that took him to
the island of Samar (Philippines). Finding this
island on his trip west convinced him that it was
possible to sail a boat around the world.
Group II: This report should include the arrangements
made with· Spain for this great voyage, his
departure from Sanlucar, Spain, the trip across the
Atlantic and the stops at Rio de Janerio and
Montevideo. There was a great deal of unrest
among the sailors, one ship was wrecked, and one
returned to Spain.
Group III: This group will report on his trip southward to
Cape Horn, the discovery of the straits of Magellan,
and the 4,000 mile trip across the Pacific, landing
at the island now called Guam. Starvation, disease,
and death took its toll on this long trip, and the
fleet was almost destroyed by the unfriendly
natives upon their arrival at this island.
GROUP

DATE

LOCATION

Group IV: This report should include details of Magellan's
discovery of the Philippines, his discovery that he
had sailed to the island of Samar from the east,
and his death by the natives on an island called
Mactan.
Group V: Two more ships were left behind, and the
original expedition of 240 men was down to 47.
They left the Spice Islands, crassed the Indian
Ocean, around the Cape of Good Hope and on to
the Cape Verde Islands. At Cape Verde they
discovered they had lost a day by sailing westward
around the world. From here they returned to
Spain. Only 18 of the original 240 men sailed back
into the harbor at Sanlucar. The voyage had lasted
for almost three years.
When the class comes to the planetarium, a few
minutes will be needed for three students to calibrate
their cross staff. The angles to be measured are as
follows:
LAT.

OBSERVATION

I

Sept. 1519

Sanlucar, Spain

37 0 N

Altitude of Polaris

II

Dec. 1519

Rio de J anerio

23 0 S

Beta Corvi at Zenith

III

Oct. 1520

Cape Horn

52 0 S

Can opus at Zenith

IV

Apr. 1521

Island of Samar

120 N

Altitude of Polaris

V

July 1522

Cape Verde Island

170 N

Altitude of Polaris

CROSS-STAFF
ALTITUDE
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The route O.f the voyage.
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Figure 3: The route of the voyage.

To calibrate the cross staffs, have the students
stand on marked places on the floor or with their heels
against the base of the machine in the center of the
room. Sight the projectea meridian and slide the cross bar
until the desired angle is observed.
Start the planetarium program by having the Group
I navigator assist you in obtaining a latitude of 37 0 N
(Sanlucar, Spain). The altitude of Polaris should be 37 0 N.
Report I should be given now. After the first report begin
to move southward with Beta Corvi on the meridian (do
not turn on the meridian, as you want the class to judge
when Beta Corvi is on the zenith). Point out Beta Corvi
and let Group II decide when you have reached the
correct latitude. The declination of Beta Corvi is 23 oS,
the same as the latitude of Rio de J anerio. Group II
should report. Continue moving southward and put
Canopus on the meridian, letting Group III decIde when
the correct latitude has been reached. Canopus is the
zenith star for the straits of Magellan. You may want to
point out the Southern Cross and the Magellanic clouds at
this time. Lett Group III report.
Start changing the latitude northward and have the
navigator from group IV stand by to tell you when
Polaris is 12 0 above the northern horizon. Samar Island
has a latit~de of 12 0 N. Group IV can now present their
report. If you want to simulate going south again to clear
the Cape of Good Hope, put the two "stinger" stars of
Scorpius on the meridain and then move them to the
zenith. After you have reached this latitude start moving
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north and have navigator V stand by to tell you when
Polaris has reached an altitude of 17 0 : Cape Verde Islands
have a latitude of 17 0 N. Group IV should now give its
report. Continue northward and let navigator I tell you
when you have reached the latitude of Sanlucar, Spain.
The altitude of Polaris will be 37°,
In closing, restate the "Rules of Navigation" used
in this exercise, and review the relationship between the
latitude of the observer, declination of the zenith point,
and altitude of Polaris.
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Figure 4.: Prominent celestial objects near the south celestial
pole.

Continued on page 23.

SCOTT and SMOLEK: Continued from page 13
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Figure 2. "Galaxy mask" used to produce the conical galaxy slide. The radius of the mask is
approximately 4.5 inches.
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You may remember when Jim Hooks reported that
his planetarium in Lumberton, N.C. was "attacked" by
Indians. (The Lumbi Indians in his region mounted a
political demonstration on the grounds of the Resource
Center, where Jim's planetarium is located.) Now,
Planetarian John Wharton of Kirkpatrick Planetarium in
Oklahoma City reports that "cowboys" have recently
threatened his place. A visitor, cowboy-outfitted a la J. R.
Ewing, when learning that his 4-year:-old daugher was too
young to be allowed into the public show, said, "I've go a
rifle in my pick-up outside that says she will!" She got in.
Overheard:
First-time visitors to the planetarium often don't
have any idea of what goes on there. Lee Shapiro of
Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing, Michigan, had
to think fast to answer a visitor's query, "Where are
the fish?" Planetarian Betty Wasiluk, in Hastings,
Nebraska, was asked, "When does the ride start?"
Eloise W. Koonce of Richardson Planetarium in
Dallas Texas, collected field trip permission slips as
a class entered, and noticed one that indicated the
student has parental consent to visit the cemetary!

*

*

*

Planetarian Mary Jane Butler of Hutchison, Kansas,
like most of us, catches local planetarium shows
while vacationing. While in Lincoln, Nebraska on a
trip, she decided to visit the planetarium. She
entered the facility for a show, only to find the
place in a turmoil. Jack Dunn, Lincoln's
planetarium director, was stUck at home and there
was no one to run the show. After identifying
herself as a planetarian, a phone call was made to
Jack, and with phone cushioned on her shoulder,
Mary Jane stepped in and ran the show!
By
now,
everyone
has
heard
the
old
sn e a kil y -s prinkling-the-audience-with-a-water-guntrick..
d uring-a-p I an e tarium-simulated-rainstorm

*

Gary Tomlinson, of the Chaffee Planetarium in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, introduces himself and the
planetarium projector, "Ralph," to school groups.
He prepares them for what is to happen by 'saying
that when "Ralph" is on, and the room is dark,
stars will appear on the dome, and it will look like
the real sky. One appreciative youngster later wrote
to Gary, "Thank you for letting us come to the
planetarium. I really enjoyed it. Thank 'you, too, for
making "Ralph" look topless."

*

Jack Dunn received a letter from an impressed
visitor who said, "You really seemed to know your
stuff good. You said it all just like you had said it
I 000 times before, and you didn't even stutter
once. "
During one such episode at Jack Dunn's planetarium
a visitor complained about getting wet. A person
sitting next to the disgruntled visitor said, "Just be
glad it isn't hail!" Planetarian Francis Decibus of
Metuchen, NJ, was puzzled by a kindergartner who
asked, "do you make rain?" when the program
didn't have anything to do with rain. Perhaps he
should have asked the kid, "do you make rain?"
when, after the class had gone, the youngster left
behind a wet seat. Bill Lazarus, of Gibbes
Planetarium in Columbia, SC, thinks the "water
gun" effect is great, and suggests carrying the tactile
experience a bit further; when "going through the
asteroid belt," he suggests we use flashing lights and
throw rocks at the audience.

*

Gerald Mallon, planetarian in Conshohocken,
recently received his doctorate. The teachers of a
visiting class started her introduction of him with,
"Y ou know, boys and girls, since the last time we
were here, Mr. Mallon has had a name change .
One kid interrupted, "I know, he got married!"

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS
All materials submitted will be considered. Contributions should relate to one or more of the following: planetarium
activities and/or education, astronomy, or space sciences.
Articles, reports, planetarium programs, letters, technical comments, guest editorials, items of humor, pictorials (black
and white) or seleCted planetarium facilities and general news relating to the planetarium/astronomy community is published.
(This list is not all-inclusive.) The ,olanetarian will make the final decision as to appropriateness of material submitted.
All material' should be submitted directly to the Executive Editor. Contributors will be notified of acceptance, rejection,
or lIiIeed for revision within a reasonable period of time.
The manuscript should be typed free from errors, double-spaced, on 8 1/2 x 11" paper. Strikeovers and other markings
are to be avoided. Use the first page to show the title, author's name, complete address, and exactly how the byline is to
appear. Begin the text on the second page. Place all legends for figures on a separate sheet at the end of the manuscript, and
enumerate in the text where each figure should be located. Place all tables in the manuscript in their appropriate locations.
Photographs must be black and white, on 8 x 10" glossy paper. DO NOT mark or label on photographs. Labels
referring to a part of a photograph shou Id be indicated on a separate sheet or onion-skin overlay.
line drawings, charts, and similar drawings (excluding halftones) should be drawn with dense black (preferably India)
ink with a high carbon content. If only printed copies are available they must be equal to the above specifications. Copies
duplicated on electro-static type duplicators are not acceptable. DO NOT SUBMIT COLOR WORK of any kind.
REFERENCES should appear in the body of the manuscript by the Author's last name and the date of the publication;
e.g., (Nelson, 1972), with full references listed alphabetically at the conclusion of the manuscript, giving author's name, year,
title, publication, volume, number and pagels)' Example:
Nelson, Arnold, 1972. Distance Concepts in Astronomy. Planetarian 1, No.2, 56-58.
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Letters to fhe Editor: Continued from page 3
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor:

I read Roger Grossenbacher's artlole, "Spirit Master
Books-Let the Teacher Beware" (Planetarian, Winter,
1980) with interest. In addition to noting errors in spirit
master books, '1 have found many inaccuracies in the
astronomy sectIOn of commercially produced elementary
and junior high sciellce programs. Recently I had the
experience of co-authorin!:,a major company's junior high
earth science activity resource book. I approached the
task with an attitude of intell.~ctual evangelism and
worked hard on the project. Here WaS my bpportumty to
create a product which woula not peff)etuate common
misconcepts,
which
would nvt contain careless
scholarship, and which would help students learn a
subject which I happen to feel is extremely worthwhile.
Well, was I ever chagrined when the first edItion of the
j'esource book appeared! It contained not only some
minor mistakes, but a few major errors as well. Although
I had reported errors in galley chapters for both my own
and my co-author's work, the corrections were not always
heeded. Art work was sent too late to permit changes
before the printing.

There exists a quick and logical basis for aligning
the motion of the sun along the ecliptic-particular to the
Spitz A-3, and potentially applicable to other projectors.
This method of adJ...t~tment is useful for realigning grossly
misaligned solar motions that may occur after disassembly
of the planet cage.

I have learned the hard way .that a certain measure
of inaccuracy is a way of operation in the publishing
business, even with reputable firms. Quality control is
traded for time in getting the product to market. It was a
hard pill for me to swallow. I second Rogta
Grossenbacher's admonition, "Let the teacher beware."
The consumer must realize this unfortunate truth. Too
often educators (particularly elementary teachers) believe
that what is in print in the textbook must be correct.
Perhaps planetarium resource people can help alert
teachers to the problem. I hope so.

1.

Set the eclipitc date of April 30 to the
meridian.

2.

Run annual motion so as to bring the sun
approximately to this date.

3.

Adjust support screws on the sun light source
mirror so as to center the light beam onto the
rotating sun mirror.

4.

Adjust rotating mirror so as to center sun on
the ecliptic.

5.

Run annual motion forward until the sun is
on the eastern horizon, on or about August 1
on the ecliptic.

6.

Adjust screw on the fixed mirror assembly
that is westernmost on the bottom two to
bring the sun back onto the ecliptic.

7.

Run annual motion backward until the sun is
on the western horizon, on or about Feburary
1 on the ecliptic.

8.

Adjust the sun's position as before, but this
time using the easternmost of the bottom
screws supporting the fixed mirror assembly.

9.

Run sun along ecliptic to check its alignment.

Jeanne E. Bishop
April 20, 1981

Information only (not an advertisement).

This publication
is available in microform.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
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30-32 Mortimer Street
Dept. P.R.
London WIN 7RA
England

10.

Make mirror adjustments if required.

This realigning procedure works on the principle
that the mirrors are set relative to one another such that
when each adjustment screw is turned, the resulting
motion is orthogonal to all other possible motions at that
setting.
Sincerely,
Carl J. Wenning, Director
Physics Dept. Planetarium
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
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